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Abstract
Feathers and Tuxedos: An Analysis of Political Cartoons
About Indian Gaming is an exploration into the changing
stereotypes of Indians in illustrated media. Beginning with
general issues such as poverty and media coverage, this
thesis continues to cover chronologically the origins of
modern Indian gaming and the resulting expenditure of
profits into social welfare of the tribes and the
continuous three-way battle between state, federal, and
Indian sovereign rights. Normative U.S. societal reactions
to Indian gaming are contrasted with their Indian
counterpoints. Cartoons allow for a visual representation
of contested relationships, including recent imagery of
well-to-do entrepreneurs profiting at the expense of the
surrounding communities. Mainstream media cartoon
illustrations of wealthy Indians reveal a threatened
counterimage of whiteness. Cartoons released through Indian
media, on the other hand, present as rebuttal, images of
white anxiety as a continuation of past injustices. The
issues of power underlying white aggression represent the
latest tactic in the undermining of Indian sovereignty. The
ensuing Indian defense involves negotiations of identity.

viii

Introduction
The subject of Indian casinos often provokes passionate
controversy. The discourse surrounding casinos and Indians is
in process, allowing us to examine it as it unfolds in realtime. This discourse has also given rise to a surprising new
stereotype of Native Americans: as wealthy Indians (Meyer, et
al. 2001). A recent editorial from ABC news states, "The
image of Indians as fat alcoholics looking for their next
drink has only been replaced by the image of fat cats on the
prowl for their next money-making scheme (Schabner 2001)." A
range of sometimes contradictory classic stereotypes about
Indians is present in the U.S. imagination, and I will
discuss many below, including the Noble Savage, the Ne'er-dowell, and the Mystic.

Figure 1. Cowboys discover capitalists on the frontier.
(source: Mr. Boffo, February 14, 2002)
Debord (1983) and Ewen (1988) argue that images have
replaced written text as the primary educator. Accepting the
argument that images are at least very important, if not
primary, I will analyze the imagery about Indian casinos as
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presented in newspaper cartoons in order to determine the
lesson plans that underlie them. These cartoons engage issues
at the intersection of gaming, identity, and power. The
fundamental question that emerges is: How and in what
contexts do these cartoons operate in the modulation of the
status quo? Rather than dictating transitions, cartoons
illustrate disruptions with images that offer new
possibilities to poke fun at the status quo of stereotypes –
all in the safe space provided by humor. In this capacity,
Indian casino cartoons are functioning as signifiers,
carrying their message, negotiating the sign (Indian gaming)
by means of manipulating the signified (Indianness).

Figure 2. An adaptation of Saussure's model.

Despite the interest and concerns that sociocultural
anthropologists have with conflict, their studies rarely
address how conflict is managed (Jacquemet 2001). My inquiry
into the management of conflict via cartoons leads to
conclusions that stems from economic anxieties, issues of
perceived unfairness, and the historical allocation of power

2

and ethnicity. The conflict is managed through the playful
manipulation of powerful images in a context of visual humor.
History of Indian Casinos
"The renewed re-capitalization of Indian country is still in
its infancy."
"The Wall Street Journal's Barrier"
Indian Country Today, 18 September 2002
Indian gaming as we know it today begins with bingo. Bingo
was invented in Venice, Italy around 1830 and quickly became
popular throughout Europe in various forms. Bingo in its
modern form became extremely popular at country fairs in
Europe in the late nineteenth century. The game's name
originates from when it was played using beans near Atlanta,
Georgia around 1929. The winner would yell "Beano!" It became
"bingo," when a young woman supposedly grew so excited when
her marker beans formed a line that she forgot exactly what
she was supposed to yell (Eisler 2001:91).
The popularity of bingo grew exponentially in the 20th
century. By 1934, there were an estimated 10,000 bingo games
per week throughout the United States. By 1970, there were
over five hundred separate bingo games taking place at any
given hour on Long Island alone.
Technically, legislators saw bingo as a form of
recreation rather than a form of gambling because it was sold
in a game box at drug and toy stores. One reason for the
enormous rise in popularity was its use as a church fundraiser (Eisler 2001:94). Indian bingo, unlike church bingo,
is not regulated by the state. States challenged the legality
3

of Indian bingo in the courtrooms in the 1970s but were
ultimately unsuccessful at gaining control over any gaming on
reservation lands. Lack of state control resulted in higher
jackpots and consequently higher attendance for Indian bingo
games.
Before gaming, most Indian reservations were afflicted
with slow economies and extremely high unemployment rates.
One reason for this predicament is that most reservations are
located long distances from any forms of markets. Cornell
(1998:26) explains this with great clarity:

On many reservations, tribes, especially prior
to the self-determination era, would develop
new enterprises only to have them fail due to
poor market access, inadequate
government
stability, insufficient control over tribal
assets, BIA mismanagement, or lack of labor and
management skills. The challenges facing tribal
efforts to gain control of the resources and
profitably exploit market opportunities have
been and continue to be formidable.
The quoted statement is a description of how Indian
reservations were on the losing end of the core-periphery
model of exchange (Jorgensen 1998:4). Economists most
commonly apply this model to the economic relationship
between developed (1st world) and developing (3rd world)
nations in the World Systems Theory. It relies on the
assumption that underdevelopment is not simply a descriptive
term referring to traditional economies; instead it is a
concept central to imperialism. It is thus also applicable to
economic relationships internal to the U.S., such as with
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American Indian communities, which, both currently and
historically, have never had equal or adequate rights to
access, development, or even tenure with relation to their
land and resources. A case in point is provided by the
finding of the 1975 American Indian Policy Review Commission
that Indian reservations have enough natural resources, such
as uranium and coal, to become fully self-supporting if
Indians had full control of resource development (Lobo and
Talbot 2001:54). The contingency of having full control of
resource development has never been within the realm of
realistic possibilities for Indians in the United States.
Currently, gaming is often the only viable source of
employment available on reservations (NIGA 2002a).
When Indians first began to engage in business
ventures, tribal corporations regularly saw their profits
drained to other corporations in distant cities (Jorgensen
1998:4). Indian reservations were swimming upstream, so to
speak, trying to stimulate local economic growth without
venture capital. It was difficult for tribes to win approval
for loans, because trust land does not make good collateral;
all deals involving trust land as collateral have to be
approved by Congress (Jorgensen 1998:4). Given the prevailing
patronizing historical notions that Indians were incapable of
managing resources and market opportunities (Johnson
2001:378), land was likely the only security an investor
would accept.

5

The Seminole Tribe of Florida, beginning in 1979, became
the first Indian nation to make a serious entry into the
bingo gaming industry. The Seminole tribal chairman at the
time, James Billie, thought that bingo might be the solution
to the impoverished tribal budget that was producing only
$400 per year per Seminole. The major draw for Seminole bingo
was that they were able to offer higher prizes than those
allowed by state law, which does not apply on reservations
(NIGA 2002a). As it turned out, bingo proved to be more
profitable for the Seminoles than their previous
undertakings, which included selling cigarettes and wrestling
alligators for tourists had been. The unprecedented success
of their bingo operation netted the tribe around $2.7 million
annually by 1982. By 1989, Seminole bingo was earning more
than $100 million per year for the 2,200-member tribe.
Chairman Billie diversified the tribe's economy through
investing in industries such as a rope factory and an
aircraft manufacturing plant (Stans 2001:19). By 1998,
earnings rose to $500 million per year with each Seminole
receiving a dividend check for $1,500 per month (Eisler
2001:102). The Seminole success story, in addition to a few
others, inspired more tribes to begin gaming enterprises (see
Figure 4) on their reservations (Gibson 2002:29). The longheld belief that Indians could not seize market opportunities
(Johnson 2001:378) was proven wrong (see Figure 5).
As of 2003, 201 of the 562 federally recognized tribes
are actively involved in gaming with a total of 321 casinos
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currently in operation (NIGA 2003). The differential between
the total number of casinos and the number of gaming tribes
is due to several tribes operating multiple casinos. These
numbers are in constant flux because of ongoing compact
negotiations and legal challenges.

Figure 3. Based on the historical state of affairs, Native
economies had nothing to lose.
(source: Indian Country Today, November 22, 2002)

Viewing this turnabout in the scope of the coreperiphery model, a model often used to understand the
complexities of relationships between colonizer and the
colonized (So 1990:113,210), it appears that reservations,
the areas that were once exclusively peripheral, were now,
against all odds, becoming cores. Ironically, this reversal
was accomplished through the vehicle of gaming, which itself
was a peripheral activity in greater society, and as such,
left to Indians who turned around and used it to construct
their economic core.
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The Reagan Administration also encouraged gaming because
the cornerstone of its Indian policy was economic selfsufficiency (Utter 1993:134). This presidential
administration decreased the federal budget for Indian
programs in each of its eight years. Jorgensen (1998:3)
states, "Reagan's Administration replaced dollars with
encouragement to Indians to nourish their entrepreneurial
activities and to seek independence from the federal doles.
Because of the growth of gaming on Indian reservations, and
the claims by states that organized crime would infiltrate
reservations, Congress passed the Indian Gaming Regulatory
Act (IGRA) of 1988 (included here as Appendix I).

Figure 4. Not all Indian nations operate class II or class
III gaming. (Data from NIGA 2003a)
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Figure 5. The stereotype that Indians cannot seize market
opportunities is disproved.
(Data from TIME December 23, 2002)
IGRA took its precedent from the Supreme Court rulings in
favor of Indian gaming in the cases of Seminole Tribe v.

Butterworth (1979) and California v. Cabazon Band (1987).
Organized crime was an issue in the latter case, and although
the court found no evidence of such activities (Cornell, et
al. 1998:9), this particular case served to hasten activities
toward establishing legal standards for Indian gaming and
ultimately led to the passage of IGRA by Congress within a
year. It is important to mention that the IGRA did not decide

whether Indian gaming could be undertaken at any particular
site, but rather regulates how it proceeds (Cornell, et al.
1998:9).
The major goals of IGRA are: to provide a legislative basis
for the operation and regulation of gaming by Indian tribes;
9

to establish the National Indian Gaming Commission (NIGC) as
a federal agency to address congressional concerns and to
protect gaming as a means of generating tribal revenue; to
promote within tribes economic development, self-sufficiency,
and stronger governments; to shield tribes from organized
crime; and to assure fairness of gaming to both operators and
players.
Indian Casinos vs. Atlantic City/Las Vegas
"It's been a traditional part of Indian culture for thousands
of years, from social events to betting on games of chance
and skill. This is just an evolution, not a revolution."
Gene Keluche (chairman of Native American Resorts)
Native Peoples, September/October, 2002, p.29

The primary difference between Indian and white gaming is
that the former is a type of governmental enterprise, and the
latter is a private enterprise (Cornell, et al. 1998:iv).
Unlike Las Vegas or Atlantic City casinos, profits from
Indian casinos are required by law to be invested in programs
that benefit tribal welfare (see Appendix A). Furthermore,
Cornell (1998:11) states, "Indians do not have the right to
offer gaming. Tribes do. Indian gaming is not a 'privilege
for one group of citizens.' It is a power of [tribal]
government."
There are three classes of gaming as defined by IGRA,
with each class having different regulations (NIGA 2002a).
Class I gaming includes social and traditional games in
connection with tribal ceremonies, powwows, or celebrations.
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In this class of gaming, the tribes hold exclusive
jurisdiction.
Class II gaming includes bingo, lotto, pull-tabs,
punchboards, and certain card games. IGRA allows this type of
gaming on Indian lands if the same class of gaming is allowed
in the surrounding state for any purpose or by any entity.
The tribes and the NIGC share jurisdiction of this class of
gaming.

Figure 6. Locations of class II and class III gaming
establishments in 2002. (Data from NIGA 2002d)
Class III gaming includes all gaming not covered by the
previous two classes, such as roulette, slots, baccarat,
blackjack, and craps. Before a tribe can legally offer such
games, they must first negotiate a regulatory compact with
the surrounding state. The Secretary of the Interior must
approve all Indian-state compacts. It is at this tribal-state
level of legislation where most of the legal disputes over
Indian gaming occur.
11

Earnings and Distribution
Tribal governments use gaming revenues for the general
welfare of the people exactly the same way states use taxes
and lottery funds. In fact, IGRA explicitly mandates that
gaming profits are to be spent on law enforcement, education,
economic development, tribal courts, and infrastructure
improvements. Specifically, the majority of resources are
spent on social service programs, scholarships, health care
clinics, new roads, new sewer and water systems, adequate
housing, chemical dependency treatment programs, and dialysis
clinics (NIGA 2002a). Stans (2001:19) notes that as an Indian
community prospers, governmental positions and programs cease
because the tribe no longer qualifies for assistance. During
her study of a Seminole community, Stans (2001:19) found that
the community no longer qualified for a variety of services:
commodity foods; Head Start; the Women, Infants, and Children
(WIC) program; and senior citizen and infant day care
programs. However, because of gaming revenue, the tribe was
able to replace, and in some cases, increase these social
programs.
In a study of five gaming tribes, Cornell (et al. 1998:6062) found that tribes invest in four broad categories of
social expenditure. He calls the first category "making up
for federal funding shortfalls." Because federal funding
falls well below levels appropriate for reservation
conditions, gaming provides revenue that the tribes
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contribute to compensate for the federal "shortfall." For
example, the backlog for construction of Indian Health Care
facilities is so severe that tribes wait an average of 35
years for new facilities to be built (Cornell, et al.
1998:61). The construction of health facilities is especially
important because of the disproportionate death rates Indians
encounter compared to the overall U.S. population. For
example, death from alcoholism is 627% greater, death from
tuberculosis is 533% greater, death from diabetes is 249%
greater, and death from pneumonia and influenza is 71%
greater than in the overall U.S. population (Indian Health
Service 1999:6).
The second broad category of social expenditure Cornell
identified is "investing in tribal culture." This category
includes programs for language retention, family integrity,
religion, and subsistence resources. These cultural
investments, Cornell (1998:61) asserts, stand in solemn
contrast to past indifference and active intolerance on the
part of the federal government regarding Indian cultural
traits.
"Rebuilding tribal assets" is Cornell's third category, by
means of which tribes are able to repurchase land, repatriate
cultural property, and assert their rights to natural
resources. Cornell (1998:61) states that these assets are
essential in order to diversify economic development. This is
related to the fourth category, which is "strengthening
tribal government." Constitutional reforms, judicial
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institutions, and administrative accountability all must be
able to keep up with the times.
Statistics from 2001 indicate that all gaming tribes
combined grossed $12.7 billion (NIGA 2003a). This money
benefited not only tribal members but also circulated
extensively into the regional populations as well. Gaming
salaries totaled over $5.5 billion, the majority being paid
to non-Indians (see Figure 7) who pay federal taxes.
Furthermore, tribal goods and services, including prominently
those associated with gaming are also contracted with almost
exclusively non-Indian companies. The combined local, state,
and federal taxes collected from gaming salaries and
contracts added up to $4.1 billion in 2001 alone (Gibson
2002:28).

Figure 7. Non-Indians earn three-quarters of the 300,000
gaming salaries. (Data from NIGA 2003)
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General Issues
Poverty
"Imagine living in a home that not only lacks complete
plumbing, but also has more residents than rooms. If you're
like most Americans today, it's difficult. Only one-tenth of
1 percent of U.S. households lived in such conditions in
1990. However, more than 1 in every 10 American Indian
households on reservations lived in such conditions."
U.S. Census Statistical Brief SB/95-9
Housing of American Indians on Reservations
"We're attempting to overcome 200 years of poverty. We have
the highest rate of suicide, the highest rate of dropouts,
the highest rate of diabetes, the highest rate of heart
disease, the highest rate of substance abuse, the highest
rate of domestic violence. The casino is not an end-all;
we're now a destination resort. We're in an overgrown
cornfield in western New York, and we're making the best of
it."
Brian Patterson, (Oneida) Bear Clan representative
"Gambling Fever Ups The Ante"
Kate Gurnett, staff writer
Times Union, 12 January 2003
To fully appreciate the economic and social growth made
available by the operation of casinos, the dismal realities
of pre-gaming life must be presented for comparison. Prior to
the decade when gaming spread rapidly (the 1990s), Indian per
capita income was roughly 40% of the national average. The
poverty rate for Indians was nearly four times the national
average. Alcoholism death rates were more than five times the
national average for adults and more than seventeen times the
national average for youths (Cornell, et al. 1990:iii).
The living conditions on reservations were even more
atrocious than they are now after considerable improvements
funded by gaming. Even as late as 1990, households on
reservations were as likely as the overall U.S. households of
15

the 1950s to lack indoor plumbing (see Figure 8);
additionally, one in five Indian households disposed of
sewage by means other than public sewer, septic tank, or
cesspool (U.S. Census SB/95-9 1995).

Figure 8. Households lacking modern necessities.
(Chart from U.S. Census Bureau SB/95)
Other living conditions are just as appalling. Eighteen
percent of Indian households did not have complete kitchen
facilities, while in comparison, only 1% of all other
Americans lived in similar circumstances (U.S. Census SB/9511 1995). Another convenience that is taken for granted by
most Americans is not the standard on reservations –
telephones. Fifty-three percent of reservation households did
not possess this simple service, compared to 5% phonelessness
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for the rest of Americans (U.S. Census SB/95-11 1995). On a
more fundamental level, 34% of Indians used wood as their
only source of heating fuel (see Figure 9).

In contrast,

only 4% of other populations used wood as their sole heating
source (U.S. Census SB/95-11 1995).

Figure 9. Household heating sources.
(Chart from U.S. Census Bureau SB/95)
All of the above statistics are from 1990 census data.
Whether or not these particular living conditions have
improved since that time is yet to be revealed by the 2000
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census. However, a press release by the Census Bureau
(2002:2) reports that American Indians were the only group to
show a decline in poverty between the two-year averages of
1999-2000 and 2000-2001. Their new three-year poverty rate
averaged 24.5%. For the census of 1990 (taken only two years
after the installment of IGRA) the poverty rate was 31.2%
(Census Summary 1990). Since the only major policy change
affecting Indian country during this time span was gamingrelated (while other policies followed their ongoing trend of
diminishing assistance), one is led to believe that policy
and poverty are correlated.

Figure 10. (source: Indian Country Today, February 2, 2002)
Standing in contrast to the projected stereotype of Indians
as wealthy (Meyer, et al. 2001), the median income for
Indians during 2001 was only $32,116. This is much lower than
the overall U.S. median of $42,228 for the same period (U.S.
18

Department of Commerce News, September 24, 2002). The Indian
household income did not rise dramatically because threefourths of gaming tribes do not pay per capita to tribal
members. Instead, the profits are devoted to tribal economic
and community development (NIGA 2003).
Media Coverage
Newspaper coverage of Native Americans and Native American
issues is scanty at best. When such issues are mentioned, the
reporting falls short of what would be expected of
journalistic standards and objectivity. The Native American
Journalists Association (NAJA) and News Watch produced a
study called The Reading Red Report (2002). These journalist
organizations monitored the coverage of Indian issues in the
ten largest newspapers in the United States between February
1, 1999 and February 1, 2002. They found that coverage of
Indian issues fell into three major topic areas: 1) casino
gaming by tribes, 2) mascot team names, and 3) on the res
datelined stories. These three topics accounted for nearly
half (44%) of all stories about Indians.
The "on the res" topics ranked first with 225 stories
and 20 percent of the total national news stories dealing
with Indians. Casino topics ranked second with 145 stories
and 13 percent of the total. Mascot topics ranked third, with
116 stories, representing 11 percent of the total.
The numbers cited above are averaged from all the
individual papers. If separated, the percentages of stories
on casino topics are: Chicago Sun-Times, 3%; Newsday, 8%;
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Houston Chronicle, 17%; Los Angeles Times, 24%; The
Washington Post, 6%; The New York Daily News, 25%; USA Today,
4%; New York Times, 15% (NAJA 2002:18-28).
Although content and style varied from paper to paper,
what was common among all the stories was their negative
tone. According to The Reading Red Report:

But most casino stories were focused on
government process. They contained comments
from government bureaucrats
who
expressed
suspicions of tribal enterprises. They turned
potential stories about economic successes into
redundant and sometimes negative accounts.
Headlines on casino stories were especially
problematic. Too often, they toyed with the
"clever" wording of 1950s Hollywood Westerns
such as "circle the wagons." Attempts at clever
word play or inappropriate gambling metaphors
around a racially-charged topic smack of
prejudice, and erode what's left of news
organizations' credibility in the eyes of
Native American readers. [NAJA 2002:10]
The report says that the top three topic areas (casinos,
mascots, "on the res") certainly deserve coverage, but "when
they are the most-frequent and best-played stories that
readers find about Native Americans, they skew public
perceptions about tribal nations and Native American
communities"(NAJA 2002:12). The report also mentions

that

stories are rarely positive in nature: "Across the nation,
tribes are building significant working relationships with
state and local governments, but that seldom is reported in
large, mainstream newspapers"(NAJA 2002:12). The authors feel
that some of the most important stories are among the least
reported. For example, there are few stories on the efforts
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to save the 175 remaining U.S. Indian languages, most of
which are endangered.
Institutions such as newspapers and other media, along
with education, churches, and laws, can be called
"ideological state apparati" using Marxian terminology. These
institutions are formally outside the control of the state
but function to "transmit the values of the state, to
interpellate the individuals affected by them, and to
maintain order in a society, above all to reproduce
capitalist relations of production" (Marshall 1998:296).
Cartoons also exist within in this ideological realm due to
their power to influence public attitudes, which will be
discussed later in this essay.
The negative portrayal of contemporary Indians in
cartoons comes as no surprise given the negativity of
historical newspaper coverage. The point of the preceding was
to establish the viewpoint and attitude taken by the current
press on the issues of Indian gaming. The visual images
presented in the cartoon form would seem to be gratuitous
with regard to the effect the stories might have upon the
reader's opinion, but, rather, as we will see, they are
strategic.
State v Tribe
The battle over Indian gaming involves several players with
economic interests in Indian country. There are the tribes
that see gaming as a source of independent revenue, and the
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states which are increasingly turning to state-run gaming
endeavors (Mason 2000:45). These two entities are at odds
despite being more or less equivalent in their powers of
self-government. According to Cornell (1998:2), the U.S.
Constitution recognizes four categories of sovereign
entities: foreign countries, the federal government, states,
and tribes. It is the relative sovereignty of states and
tribes that is being negotiated in gaming disputes. All
parties are aware of the history of negotiation between
tribes and U.S. governmental entities.
To understand the ideological gulf between the rights of
states and the rights of tribes, it helps to explore the
historical dichotomy between the way democracy was viewed by
two important early U.S. contemporaries, President Andrew
Jackson (formerly a general in the several Southeastern
Indian wars) and Chief Justice John Marshall. Jackson
subscribed to the idea that Indians should be subject to
states' jurisdiction. Pressure from state officials, mostly
from the Southeast, possibly influenced Jackson's position.
Marshall, on the other hand, held that tribes are legally
sovereign, although the precise extent of sovereignty was in
doubt (Mason 2000:13). Marshall concluded in Cherokee Nation

v. Georgia (1831) that tribes were "domestic dependent
nations."
Notwithstanding the firmly established tribal-federal
relationship, and despite Jackson's historical racism in the
Removal, there is no formal, much less legal, relationship
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between tribes and states. Negotiating ground is a constant
legal battle making the status of tribal political entities
crucial to both sides.
The tribe-state relationship takes on new importance in
light of the relatively recent gaming issues. Tribes are not
subject to state taxation and regulation. States resent their
lack of control and desire what they see as lost tax revenue.
Indians, for their part, resent states' attempts to control
reservations in any way (Pevar 1992). Which side will control
and profit from Indian gaming? The Jackson-Marshall dichotomy
is continually called into play by the questions of
federalism, states' rights, and Indian sovereignty.
The federal government holds the ultimate power over Indian
reservations. Congress has plenary (complete) power over all
Indian governments, members, and their property.
Justification for such complete control is explained by the
Supreme Court through an international law stating "discovery
and conquest [gives] the conquerors sovereignty over the
ownership of the lands thus obtained (Pevar 1992:48)."
One point of legal interaction between tribes and states is
in the compacts they negotiate before a reservation can open
a class II or class III gaming establishment. These tribestate gaming compacts address the sovereignty aspect of
Jackson-Marshall controversy. Tribes and states must enter
into negotiations in good faith. If, however, no point of
agreement can be reached, tribes may still proceed with
gaming. States obtain a regulatory role in Indian gaming to
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the extent negotiated in the contract. The results range from
the relatively lax approach taken by Michigan, which merely
requires tribes to post signs declaring that the state plays
no role in regulation, to the very collaborative approach
taken by North and South Dakota where the states conduct
background checks on and issue licenses to the employees for
the Indian casinos (Cornell, et al. 1998:16; See Appendix A
for more examples of tribal-state compacts).
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Background on Political Cartooning
"Linguistic
exchange,
a
relation
of
communication between a sender and receiver,
based on enciphering and deciphering is also an
economic exchange which is established within a
particular symbolic relation of power between a
producer, endowed with a certain linguistic
capital, and a consumer (or market), and which
is capable of procuring a certain material or
symbolic profit. In other words, utterances are
not only signs to be understood and deciphered;
they are also signs of wealth, intended to be
evaluated
and
appreciated,
and
signs
of
authority, intended to be believed and obeyed."
[Bourdieu in Jaworski and Coupland 1999]
Bourdieu's commentary is rooted in the negotiation between
the ideology and the reality that perpetuates the power
differentials among social classes. Wolf (1999:55) defines
ideology as "a complex of ideas selected to underwrite and
represent a particular project of installing, maintaining,
and aggrandizing power in social relationships." Cartoons,
especially political and editorial cartoons, aid in the
installation process. Political cartoons, like other aspects
of ideology, are created through a concept that Griswold
(1987) calls charge. Charge is a commissioned production that
immediately calls for action. "And," writes Griswold, "it
must reflect the wealth and taste of the client who paid for
it." In this sense, those who commission the cartoons exert
power through control over social realities "by virtue
of being able to exert control over the production of
discourse" (Philips 2001:191).
Political cartoons in prestigious newspapers such as The

New York Times and The Los Angeles Times (but not USA Today),
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and in "highbrow" magazines like The New Yorker are also in
positions of authority, speaking from a high social position.
They are the producers of the capital and the utterances,
which in this case also includes the editorial cartoons.
Publications like The New York Times and The Los Angeles

Times are comparable in prestige to National Geographic
which, according to Lutz and Collins (1993:7), "sits near the
top of the hierarchy of taste or status." For U.S. media
consumers, The New Yorker and newspapers such as The Wall

Street Journal also sit near the top of the hierarchy, which
imbues them with cultural allure, making them inherently more
valuable in the larger picture of printed journalism than,

e.g., People or USA Today.
The market for National Geographic, The New Yorker, and

The New York Times is the "middlebrow" readership aspiring to
achieve the values and mindset represented and embodied by
these publications. Lutz and Collins locate "middlebrow"
readers in a submissive position. The psychological principle
of cognitive dissonance requires the reader to agree or
disagree with an utterance put forth by the media, but
disagreement would imply rejection of the elite values
embodied in the literature, and agreement is thereby coerced.
In this respect, the cartoons are performative utterances
because they exist "not to report facts, but to influence
people" (Austin 1999:63). The execution of performatives is
both a source of power and a demonstration of it.
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Figure 11. Open work. With each letter representing a unit of
information, the addressee is offered the opportunity to make
up her own mind at the end.
(Chart from Eco p.34)
Examining Umberto Eco's (1979) concept of "open versus
closed works" allows us to more easily understand the
construction of consensus through exploitation of power
differential. In an "open work," the addresser (in Eco's
sense, the structure, not the author) presupposes the
addressee to be a "model reader" who is among the
intellectual elite (Eco 1979:9). The addresser leads the
addressee along a particular line of reasoning and then
allows her to make up her own mind and evaluate the prior
premises from this advantaged position as illustrated in
Figure 11.
A "closed work" presupposes the addressee to be
"average." In this sense, "average" refers to a reader
immersed in "popular" and "low" culture. The addressee is
given the opportunity to make up his own mind at several
points, but is ultimately led toward a rigid interpretation.
It is my contention that newspapers and highbrow magazines
are, in a way, patronizing their readers by allowing them to
feel like a model reader, but at the same time presenting
them with closed works that do not allow for multiple
interpretations (see Figure 12).
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Direct speech about power and conflict is not any less
manipulative than the constructs described by Eco. Jacquemet
(2001) summarized one of the primary devices of conflict
straight talk: contextualization strategies. These strategies
are "communicative practices that both produce
representations of the social world in accord with a given
ideology and seek to persuade others to comply with these
representations." Contextualization strategies consist of
three parts. First, they decontextualize an event from its
occurrence in a particular space and time. Second, they
entextualize the event into discourse with a more
controllable set of truth-values. And third, they
recontextualizes the discourse within a communicative frame
intended to legitimize it.

Figure 12. Closed work. The dotted lines represent possible
places for an addressee to make up her own mind, but, in due
course, the addresser leads her toward a conclusion.
(Chart from Eco p.34)
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An example of contextualization strategy at work in
cartoons can be seen in Figure 13. The obvious goal of the
cartoon is to convince people that many Indians are not truly
authentic and are exploiting a fictional relationship for the
purpose of gaining wealth. The cartoon combines and
decontextualizes, first, the procedures for gaining federal
recognition as Indian, and second, the gaming negotiations
tribes must maneuver in order to be awarded casino permits,
both of which are lengthy and complex processes (NIGA 2002a).
Conflating these events minimizes their gravity. The cartoon
then entextualizes the recognition procedure as a scenario
that shows that all one has to do to gain recognition and
thereby hit the gaming jackpot is to place a feather on one's
head and wait in line for the automatic government handout
(see Appendix C Federal Acknowledgment Requirements). The
diversity of physical types depicted further implies that the
process is open to any and all. The sign reading "Bureau of

Faux Indian Affairs" provides the legitimization of this
frame. The view of the Washington monument and the capitol
building in background firmly places the office in the geopolitical context of Washington, D.C. These multiple
mechanisms conspire within the cartoon to coerce the viewer
to agree with its representation of federal Indian policies.
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Figure 13. A recontextualization of both Indianness and
gaming negotiations.
(source: Hartford Courant, June 11, 2000)
In fact, only fifteen tribes have received federal
recognition through the Federal Acknowledgement Process since
1978 (NIGA 2003a). However, through the recontextualization
of the cartoon, that fact is rendered completely
unfathomable. Furthermore, in light of Figures 13 and 14, it
would probably surprise many cartoon viewers that only one of
those fifteen tribes is involved in gaming (NIGA 2003a).
Spencer (1949:3) asserts that an editorial cartoon is,
first and foremost, an editorial, but one with a message
intended to "smack the reader in the eye," and that a cartoon
can thereby make its point more forcibly than the
accompanying editorial. In outlining the history of cartoons,
Spencer (1949:101-104) acknowledges Benjamin Franklin as the
creator of the first editorial cartoon (see Figure 15), which
was published in his newspaper, the Pennsylvania Gazette. The
drawing depicted a snake divided into many parts with each
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representing one of the original U.S. colonies. It was
captioned "Join, or Die." The image referred to a belief
popular at the time: that a cut snake would come back to life
if the pieces were rejoined before sunset.

Figure 14. Another recontextualization of Indianness and
gaming negotiations.
(source: Hartford Courant, September 17, 2000)
A rapid increase in the popularity of cartoons took place
between 1892 and 1895; they became an established newspaper
feature during the McKinley-Bryan campaign of 1896 (Spencer
1949:103). Cartoons of this period were mercilessly critical
of politicians, prompting several state legislatures,
including California and New York, to establish anticartooning laws. Spencer (1949:104) says that these laws were
scoffed at and disregarded, because they were never enforced.
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Figure 15. Benjamin Franklin's cartoon is considered to be
the first editorial cartoon.
Cartoon typology consists of three classes of commentary:
comic art, social comment, and political comment (Press
1981:11-13). Of these three, comic art is the most innocent
form of commentary. The goal of the comic artist is simple
entertainment in the form of good-humored observations of
daily life (Press 1981:11). Family Circus is an example of
this class of cartoon.
The social commentary class of cartoons adds a little more
edge to the purely comic art. The artist intends to "bring on
a wry smile of recognition" from the reader and in hope of
making the irritations of daily life more tolerable (Press
1981:12). The New Yorker frequently publishes cartoons
belonging to this class.
The third class is the political cartoon. It is closely
related to the social commentary except that it makes a
partisan comment upon a current event that may carry a nasty
overtone (Press 1981:13). More than simply amusing the
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reader, political cartoons intend "to influence the viewer to
a particular viewpoint and predispose him to a particular
action" (Press 1981:13). The publication venues for this
category of cartoon are mostly newspapers and similar
publications with part or whole editorial content.
The cartoonist begins, according to Press (1981:63),by
selecting as target a condition that he or she thinks has
either good or bad effects upon society. The cartoon artist
isolates the main elements of that condition primarily from
the perspective of the community he or she wishes to identify
with, protect, or preserve. Press (1981:63) argues that the
cartoonist's task to examine current events in order to
justify the community's underlying assumptions. The latent
function of political cartoons is to establish the
validity of the community's assumptions or ideals of how the
world should be.
The explicit messages of political cartoons have two
levels. The first is directed toward a specific law or leader
or beneficiary of present arrangements (Press 1981:68). The
message carried at this level may be, for example, "Don't
vote for Bush," or "Indian casinos are corrupt."
The second level concerns heavier issues such as the
legitimacy of the whole system in which the element
identified in the first level is contained, and the methods
needed to preserve or replace it (Press 1981:63). Examples of
these messages are "Uncle Sam needs you," or "Indian casinos
should be taxed."
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Applying Press' (1981) levels of explicit messages to
Figure 14, the cartoon tells us that, on the first level,
fake Indians are receiving benefits from Washington. The
second level informs us that the system needs a more
stringent method for determining not only who is Indian, but
also who gets the casinos and how many.
Humor in Cartoons
Political cartoons constitute a very particular subject of
humor in general, one that is highly dependent on shared
knowledge. Levine (1969:2) lists the pros and cons of humor.
While humor can be liberating, socially constructive, and
ennobling, on the negative side, it can also be trifling,
destructive, and degrading to morality, art, and religion. To
illustrate this point, consider the title of Vine Deloria's
book Custer Died For Your Sins, which originated as a popular
bumper sticker used to goad missionaries on the reservations
(Lincoln 1993:21). This bumper sticker exhibits all of the
pros and cons of humor simultaneously. It is, for example,
liberating in that it frees Indians from missionary
evaluation, and it is trifling because it trivializes
Christianity.
Beeman (2001:98) writes, "Humor, of all forms of
communicative acts, is one of the most heavily dependent on
cooperative participation of actor and audience." Political
cartoons rely especially on shared knowledge of stereotypes
and with events in the socio-political context. In cartoons,
humor is set up through visual representation of a conceptual
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frame. The frame is then suddenly changed revealing an
additional frame, which alters the viewer's original
perception of the cartoon. For single (visual) frame
cartoons, the vast majority of the corpus, the real world
expectation is the base (conceptual) frame, and
the cartoon is the change. The divergence from the original
frame triggers the emotional release of laughter.

Figure 16. This cartoon is decoded in my text.
(source: The New Yorker, October 29, 1999)
In order to find the humor or get the joke, and thereby
enjoy it, the audience must have the capacity to analyze the
cognitive frames presented in the joke. The addresser
(cartoon) must assess the audience carefully, particularly
regarding their preexisting knowledge (Beeman 2001:99).
Effective use of the addressee's taken-for-granted knowledge
is essential for the creation of humor. Roland Barthes (1957)
argues that taken-for-granted knowledge is necessary for
making sense of codes in general. To decipher coded messages,
an addressee must control the requisite knowledge to
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understand the underlying relations that their signifiers are
built upon. Because the basis for coding messages is takenfor-granted knowledge, the resulting encoded messages appear
as natural; the knowledge base is not explicitly examined,
since it is in the realm of the taken-for-granted. Barthes
argues that it is precisely because coded messages seem so
natural that they may, in fact, be used in an insidious way.
Taking Barthes warning to heart, I will attempt to show how
cartoons as messages perform as coded messages.
Take, for example, Figure 16, which contains a message
coded within the context of humor. The cognitive (not the
visual) frame is the diplomatic coexistence of the Pilgrims
and Indians. The taken-for-granted knowledge is the standard
elementary school lesson of the Indians peacefully sharing
food with the Pilgrims.

In the context of this taken-for-

granted knowledge, the viewer is led to assume that the two
individuals in the cartoon are discussing the upcoming
harvest. The frame is changed when the viewer reads the
caption of the Pilgrim saying, "Actually, the attraction

wasn't freedom from religious persecution but, rather, the
all-you-can-eat buffet." The new frame comically posits that
Indians have been running gambling parlors complete with food
amenities since the pre-colonial era. Accordingly, the coded
messages embedded in the humor can be deciphered to reveal
considerable modifications in the workings of the signifier
(cartoon) on the signified (Indianness). This particular
cartoon (Figure 16) places Indian gaming parlors in a setting
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representative of the earliest extended contact between
Indians and whites. In effect, it presents an argument that
Indians, via gambling, were a corrupt influence since the
very beginning, an argument that helps to justify current
anti-Indian gaming sentiments. The explications I provide for
the cartoons in this thesis are constructed along the lines I
have just described above.
Indian Humor
"Indian humor remains a mystery, if not an oxymoron to many"
(Lincoln 1993:5). However, there is nothing particularly
mysterious about Indian humor. Kluckhohn and Leighton
(1946:97) assert that wit and repartee are highly valued in
Navaho conversations. Humor is famously difficult to
translate across language and culture barriers, and,
furthermore, "no pattern of human behavior is so full of
paradoxes" (Levine 1969:1). Humor may be trivial and
sometimes nonsensical, yet it may also express profound
truths. Freud wrote "making humor from what hurts is an art
that transcends the given. It administers an aesthetic to
make pain the very subject of its pleasure" (Lincoln
1993:55). Indians have an ample supply of hurt to draw from
in the construction of their humor (see Figure 17). Humor is
a mechanism that can serve both as a focus and as release of
tension. It is a way, according to Freud, of economizing the
psyche's suffering and relieving the ego's defensive need to
control (Lincoln 1993:205).
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Figure 17. An expression of grief and historical trauma.
(source: Indian Country Today, June 21, 2002)

Hymes (1979:ix) states that the image of Indians as
silent stoics obscures the great capacity they have for
creative wit. Furthermore, Hymes (1979:xi) believes this
stoic, humorless stereotype is necessary for whites in order
to comfortably ponder and justify the fact that white
progress derives from Indian losses. It becomes a little
easier to abuse the people whom the exploiters believe to be
limited in the ability to express emotions.
Indian humor is especially rich when it is used to make
sense of white behavior. This aspect of humor is revealed in
Keith Basso's (1979) study of Apache humor. In playfully
constructing and manipulating the concept of the white
"other," the Apache also construct a mental counterimage of
themselves. Apache-ness (attentive, quiet, considerate,
reserved, humble, and understated) is inverted with its
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opposites (inattentive, garrulous, rash, petulant, arrogant,
and pretentious) representing whiteness. If this type of
humor is used to make sense of white men as posited by Basso
(1979), then the inverse may also be true: that by playing
Indian, whites are attempting to make sense of Indians.
However, Philip Deloria's (1998) explanation of playing
Indian implies that whites, by acting out Indianness,
redefine or reemphasize whiteness for specific purposes. Thus
through both Basso's and Deloria's explorations into one
group's impersonation of the other, it appears that each
group is trying to make sense of themselves by temporarily
trying on the other's shoes. For the purposes of
understanding Indian humor in the scope of power relations,
Indian mimicry of whites demonstrates Lincoln's (1993)
premise that humor plays an important role in Indian cultural
resistance to complete domination by white society.

Figure 18. An Indian is confronted by his counterimages.
(source: Navajo Times, October 17, 2002)
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Humor as an Expression of Anxiety
A Freudian view of humor tells us that it often expresses
anxiety. Casino discourse in the context of current national
sensibilities is frequently expressed through humor because
of the high level of anxiety generated by both the idea of
further exploiting American Indians and the opposing and
equally upsetting idea that American Indians might gain
wealth. Conflicting opinions result in competing discourse,
which provides the ambiguous ground that can be addressed in
a unique fashion through humor. Studies in the social
sciences have repeatedly revealed satire and ridicule to be
among the most effective methods of social control (Bricker
1973; Radcliffe-Brown 1952). I argue that the particular
anxiety caused by Indian casinos is being expressed primarily
through political cartoons. A little sugar helps the medicine
go down.
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Description of Corpus
Cartoons and Methodology
The idea for this thesis topic grew out of my fascination
with a Family Circus cartoon (see Figure 18) published on
April 20, 2002 showing children playing cowboys and Indians.
This lighthearted comic art type of cartoon of the most
innocent level (Press 1981:11) depicts a switch in the
stereotypical child's game of "Cowboys and Indians." The
child playing the cowboy role is dressed in typical cowboy
getup, while the child in the Indian role is dressed in a
tuxedo. I vaguely recalled having seen other similar cartoons
and decided to investigate.
I scoured the cartoon archives on the Internet for similar
cartoons. Finding no shortage of materials to work with, I
decided to limit my research to cartoons that dealt directly
with casinos and the surrounding stereotypical images and
issues. I include some related subjects, such as poverty and
racism, when they are relevant, and when they show elements
of change in conditions or stereotypes.
All of the cartoons in the corpus were originally available
to the public in print form in either newspapers or
magazines. Some were accompanied by editorials in the op-ed
section of newspapers, while others were in the comics
section. In magazines, all were freestanding and placed like
any other cartoon.
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Figure 19. This cartoon served as inspiration for my
research. Note that in this most innocent level of cartoon, a
tuxedo is outfit of choice for someone playing an Indian
role. (source: The Advocate, April 20, 2002)
Methods
I located most cartoons from the mainstream media at the web
sites of newspapers with publication bases near casinos.
Another major cartoon source was Cartoon Bank, an archive of
cartoons published in the New Yorker. The cartoons published
in Indian media came from Indian Country Today and smaller
tribal newspapers.
I soon discovered that casino-state feuds provided
fountains of imagery. Juicy mainstream press editorials were
often accompanied by scathing cartoons. After these appeared,
the Indian community frequently responded with postings on
the Internet. I found these postings to be valuable clues
allowing me to track down the original offending source.
Electronic mailing lists were also helpful in my research.
Although most were concerned with specific interests not
directly relevant to my topic, they nevertheless allowed me
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to keep my finger on the pulse of the Indian community when
it turned its attention to casino discourse. Two lists in
particular were very useful: the Native American Journalists
Association list, and Victor Rocha's daily casino news list.
My initial criterion for categorizing the cartoons was
whether they were printed in white or Indian media. Next, I
numbered them and entered them into a spreadsheet with a
checklist for inclusion of a number of thematic elements. By
separating the cartoons according to theme, patterns of
signification become evident. As presented in the
introduction, cartoons are signifiers carrying messages
functioning to modify the signified – Indianness.
I intentionally placed the cartoons throughout the text
rather than appending them because, as I have repeatedly
stated, images are primary and I intend for them to be read
as part of the text itself. I produced the captions to call
the reader's attention to explanations made in the text. In
some cases, the cartoons address issues within a specific
local context. For these cartoons, I supply a short
explanation of the locally taken-for-granted

knowledge base

that is necessary for a full appreciation of the arguments
they present. Lastly, I placed cartoons from both Indian and
white media for each thematic element when both were
available, with the goal of providing balanced points of
view.
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Concrete Themes
The first category consists of concrete visual images. The
concrete visual images are elements that are substantially
familiar within current U.S. society as shared cultural
knowledge. When used in cartoons, these images become
unmistakable representations of items that carry greater
meanings. Feathers and beads, for example, are not ambiguous.
The appearance of these items signifies the presence of
Indianness, and they inform the viewer that, for example, if
a person is depicted wearing these items, that person is
either an Indian or is "playing Indian." A hat is another
unambiguous marker. In less than a second, the viewer knows
that a person wearing a top hat is wealthy, that one in a
tri-cornered hat is a colonist and that one in a cowboy hat
is a cowboy. The same logic applies to the image of a person
in a tuxedo as affluent. Another category of concrete visual
markers that I chose to include is gaming accessories such as
dice, slot machines, or cards. The purpose of placing gaming
accessories in association with Indians in cartoons is to add
casinos to the discourse.
Abstract Themes
The second category of themes consists of abstract concepts
embedded in the cartoons. These are images that suggest
concepts that are more complex, abstract, and indirectly
indicated than those in the previous category. One example is
images that hint at the "loss of culture" resulting from the
Indian ownership of casinos. Others portray whites as the
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victims of Indian casino-owners, instead of the Indians as
long-term victim of whites. A common theme is an historic
setting; despite gaming being a current phenomenon, it is
sometimes portrayed as taking place in the olden days either in the colonial or frontier eras. Indian wars, also
events of the past, are metaphorical markers of more complex
expressions of the lengthy and ongoing conflict between
Indians and whites. Another abstract theme is the reversal of
traditional socioeconomic roles - with Indians as bosses and
whites as underlings. Several of the cartoons involve
"playing Indian." These are identified by characters who are
apparently non-Indian dressed in the markers of Indian
identity, usually the concrete indicators of feathers and
beads.
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Visual Semiotics - Essentialist
Images
The images and identities of Indian people and the meaning
and significance of gaming in cartooned constructions are a
site of hundreds of years of struggle between Indians and
whites. The way in which images reconstruct, rather than
reflect, their original sources uncovers aspects in the
meaning of their construction. The focus of this discourse is
not on gaming, itself, but rather on the sign "Indianness"
and its signification through ethnic ancestry, and cultural,
geographical, and historical experiences. As Bucher
(1981:xiv) so appropriately states, "It is precisely in the
interstices between classifications, where beings and things
fail to fit a preconceived order, that symbolic thinking
freely develops through the medium of graphic images."
Ethnicity and Formation of Identity
Backed by investors looking to hit the casino jackpot, Indian
groups, some with highly dubious claims to Native American
authenticity, are pounding on the doors of the Interior
Department and state legislatures.
"Big Chief Pataki"
The Wall Street Journal, 1 March 2002
The significance of ethnic ancestry becomes problematic
because, as David Maybury-Lewis (1997:59) states, "Ethnicity
has a will-o-the-wisp quality that makes it extremely hard to
analyze and not much easier to discuss." This will-o-the-wisp
quality constitutes what I believe to be an Achilles heel
vulnerable to attacks. While everyone has some sort of
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qualification for an ethnic association, such as physical
characteristics, language, or geographic location, it is only
through the activation of one or more of these that a person
displays membership or becomes a member. In U.S. society,
where whiteness is normative and powerful, whites can
emphasize or downplay the authenticity of ethnicity, whether
white or non-white, to suit whatever agenda they are
pursuing.
The formation of ethnic groups, according to Maybury-Lewis
(1997:61), occurs when: 1) people who share characteristics

decide they are members of a distinct group, and 2) people
with these characteristics are lumped together and treated by
outsiders as members of a distinct group. In some cases,
courts decide ethnicity. For example, in 1869, the Supreme
Court of New Mexico declared that Pueblos were "not actually
Indians, since they were 'honest, industrious, and lawabiding citizens' ...who exhibited 'virtue, honesty, and
industry to their more civilized neighbors'" (Velie 1999:1).
Maybury-Lewis (1997:60) also states that the "sense of past
is open to construction and interpretation in a variety of
ways that have tragic consequences in the present." The gray
area between internal and external determinations of identity
is just as murky. Historically, whites have lumped Indians
together as groups (or a single group), but in some cases,
such as the Pequots, whites accuse Indians of deciding to be
distinct in order to claim the sovereignty that allows for
casinos; this is one of the issues displayed in the cartoons.
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The story behind the images tells the viewer that Indianness
is not ascribed, but rather an achieved ethnicity.
Hillary Weaver (2001:240) offers an explanation of identity
formation. Her three-faceted approach consists of selfidentification, community identification, and external
identification. All three facets are necessary because
identification is an ongoing process that is never complete.
Identities are "always fragmented, multiply constructed, and
intersected in a constantly changing, sometimes conflicting
array." Identities, which are more than shared physical
characteristics, are more commonly a compound of class,
education, region, religion, and gender. The influence of any
given component is prone to change over time.
At an individual level, Mihesuah (1998:1-4) applies William
Cross' concept of "cycles of Negrescence" to Indians. The
"cycles" are responses to social events, pressures, and
expectations that move through stages eventually leading to
identity resolution.
The first stage is the pre-encounter. Little thought is
given to racial issues. Some may see race as an imposition
upon their lives. The second stage is encounter, where a
person experiences a shocking event that jolts them. This can
take the form of extra attention from police, for example.
The event plays an important role in the formation of
developing an Indian identity. The third stage is immersionemersion. This stage is marked by an intense interest in all
things Indian and everything regarding "Indianness." Identity
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insecurities remain high at this stage. It is also not
uncommon for the person to criticize anyone resembling the
unattractive aspects of the person's former self. The fourth
and final stage is internalization. This is where the person
achieves a sense of inner security and confidence about his
or her identity. There is a notable decrease in
defensiveness, stress, and anti-white behavior. There is an
increase in ideological flexibility and psychological
openness. This stage is also where a person is often able to
express feelings of dissatisfaction about racism and
inequality through constructive means.

Figure 20. Originally published in the Akwesasne Phoenix, a
Mohawk newspaper, this illustration won the Best Editorial
Cartoon Award from the Native American Journalists
Association in 2002. (source: www.naja.com)
Identities do not exist before they are constructed (Weaver
2001:242). During the ongoing process of identity
development, identities must be negotiated through
interactions with members of other groups (Fogelson 1998:41).
There are actually three positive aspects of identity
simultaneously in existence. The first aspect is the "ideal"
identity, an image that a person wishes to achieve, while
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seeking to avoid its negative counterpart of the "feared"
identity. The second aspect is the "real" identity, one that
members believe to closely approximate an accurate portrayal
of the reference group. When a person or social actor
presents an aspect of their identity for confirmation,
challenge, or negotiation in an attempt to move the "real"
closer to the "ideal" and further from the "feared," this
becomes the "claimed" identity (Fogelson 1998:41).
Congress usually defines the term "Indian" based on the
particular issue at hand. When they fail to define "Indian"
courts have used a two-part test to determine Indianness –
with the test perhaps being more confusing than the legal
matters up for debate. First, the person must have some
Indian blood, and second, the person must be recognized by
the Indian community (Pevar 1992). However, the measure of
Indian blood is currently among the most sensitive issues in
Indian country.
Blood Quantum
"I think I might have more Indian blood than a lot of the socalled Indians that are trying to open the reservations."
Donald Trump
Don Imus Show (radio)
June 18, 1993
The Bureau of Indian Affairs uses a blood quantum of 25% as
the minimal measure of Indianness, but only if the person is
an enrolled member of a federally recognized tribe (see
Appendix B for a detailed Table). This is partly because the
term itself provides the "guiding idea" or "unitary
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principle" informing the practice (Stuckey and Murphy
2001:85). Although this method seems scientific with its use
of fractions, genetics, and the word "quantum," it is far
from accurate. The concept of blood quantum as a determinant
of group membership sets the stage for a clash of native and
white epistemologies. Blood quantum is undoubtedly an
essentialist concept, and Blu (2001:84) remarks that
"Essentialist biologistic thought is pernicious and
misleading when applied to family relationships as it is when
applied to group relations."
Mihesuah (1996:105) relates the lack of scientific rigor by
which federal agents assigned blood quantum. Some Indians
were assigned blood quantums by federal agents based on
appearance, and sometimes brothers and sisters would
individually be declared more or less Indian than their full
sibling. In other cases, fullblood status would be assigned
automatically; this happened within tribes that had their
land allotted, and it happened to individuals who were living
with some tribes at a specific time, although they may have
actually been Mexican or white.
Another problem with the use of blood quantum as a measure
of Indianness is that at 75%, Indians have the highest rate
of marriage outside of their ethnicity (Weaver 2001:248), a
trend indicating further diffusion into America's more
immense society. Logan and Ousley (2001:184-185) cite reasons
from both social and biological realms for the continually
increasing diffusion of American Indians as measured by blood
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quantum. Socially and economically, they posit hypergamy, the
concept that marriage can serve as a vehicle for upward
mobility, as a historically strong incentive for
intermarriage. Biologically, drawing on research initiated by
Franz Boas between 1888 and 1903, they convincingly account
for the existence of a statistically significant correlation
between blood quantum and reproductive success that favors
offspring of intermarriage (Logan and Ousley 2001:185).

Figure 21. Children measuring their Indianness.
(source: Indian Country Today, January 24, 2003)
Some skeptics of the integrity of governmental policies
believe that the federal government has had a continual
interest in the statistical extermination of Indians. In
fact, Congress itself estimates that by the year 2080, only
eight percent of U.S. Indians will have a blood quantum of
one-half or greater (Logan and Ousley 2001:185). This
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constant reduction of blood quantum clears the path for
ending federal treaty and trust responsibilities (Weaver
2001:248). The Branch of Acknowledgment of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs makes it perfectly clear that once tribal
identity is lost or surrendered, it can never be regained
(Fogelson 1998:54). However, a worldwide perspective reveals
this policy to be shortsighted in light of the frequency of
cultural revivals, ethnic renewals, and nationalistic
movements in places such as the former Soviet Union,
Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, Ireland, and Guatemala (Fogelson
1998:54).
Blu (2001:81) harkens back to Boas' maxim of complete
independence of culture from biology, noting that "[Identity]
is not carried on a gene, it is not lost when Indians change
their ways of making a living or use a different language. It
is a way of seeing, a mode of understanding, a way of being
in the world." Yet the pseudoscientific language of blood
quantum appeals to many, possibly because it makes racism
seem more acceptable. However, racism against Indians must be
exposed for what it is, under whatever legal or
pseudoscientific guise it appears.
New Indians
"It [Indian identity] now means any group with the right
combinations of Indian blood and political connections."
CT Atty. Gen. Richard Blumenthal
"Anti-Pequot Politicians Will Appeal Recognition"
Indian Country Today, 18 September 2002
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A particular abnormality in census data shows that Indian
populations are growing at an impossible rate. For example,
California's Indian population increased 128% between 19701980. At first, this was thought to have been an effect from
the Relocation Program1, but when other states that were not
destinations of this program showed similar increases, it
became apparent that there was more to this surge than
residual growth from a 1950's policy (Gonzales 1998:3). When
the 1990 census showed that Alabama's Indian population
increased by 117% and New Jersey's by 78%, sociologists
accounted for it as "ethnic switching." It became apparent
that people who previously had not self-identified as Indians
were now claiming Indian ethnic identity.
Possibilities other than dishonesty may account for the
dramatic increase in self-reported Indians. One reason is the
changing socio-political climate resulting in fewer stigmas
being attached to Indian heritage, with subsequent
generations choosing to embrace what their parents were
ashamed of. On the other hand, Gonzales (1998:8) contends
that "ethnic identity choices can be strategic and selected
for their ability to render the individual the greatest
personal, political, or economic advantage." If the
individuals in Alabama and New Jersey mentioned above are
"switching" with the intent of claiming benefits allocated

1

The Relocation Program was a product of 1950s U.S. Indian Policy to accelerate
assimilation by relocating reservation Indians into urban areas where they worked at
menial jobs. For first-hand accounts of the program's failure, see the autobiographies
of Wilma Mankiller (Mankiller) and Russell Means (Where White Men Fear To Tread).
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for Indians, then their new self-identification could fall
under what Gonzales (1998:1) calls "ethnic fraud." I do not,
however, believe that the increase in the self-identification
as Indian is the result of ethnic fraud. Inspired by the
ideas of Philip Deloria and Renato Rosaldo, I believe the
census increase indicates a combination of (the minimization
of) white guilt and (the maximization of) imperialist
nostalgia. That is, if one labels oneself as Indian or part
Indian, then there is less historical blood on his or her
hands than there would be if the person identifies with the
colonizer. This is a form of what I call ex post facto ethnoeugenics – a selective, but not necessarily fraudulent
declaration.
Contested Identity
"The federal recognition
fairness, law, and fact."

decision

[Pequot]

seems

to

defy

CT Atty. Gen. Richard Blumenthal
"Anti-Pequot Politicians Will Appeal Recognition"
Indian Country Today, 18 September 2002
"GAMING TRIBES AS EXCLUSIVE CLUBS. Tribal leaders are free to
set their own whimsical rules for admission, without regard
to Indian heritage."
Donald L. Barlett and James B. Steele
Time, December 16, 2002, p.47

Native authenticity is a major issue in the present casino
disputes. Not all cases of "mixed bloods" are instances of
ethnic switching, though many are suspected of being such.
Originally, marriages between Europeans and Indians were
sanctioned and rewarded by government officials as a way to
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assimilate and acculturate Indians (Weaver 2001:244). A
question that lies at the core of the conflict is: Did Indian
communities absorb whites, or did whites absorb Indians? Just
a few years ago, communities like the Pequots were regarded
as somewhat less than white. Now, the white power structure
argues that they are somewhat less than Indian (see the
Donald Trump quote in the Blood Quantum chapter). In fact,
some Connecticut locals refer to Pequots as "CasinoAmericans" (Eisler 2001:20). The more powerful members of the
dominant society appear to be manipulating the one-drop2 rule
for political purposes; the reasons may be more deeply seated
than politics or economics.
Churchill (1999:4) points out that defining Indianness in
terms of race has been absurd since at least 1830. In 1830 it
was estimated that nearly half of all Indians east of the
Mississippi were mixed with "Negroid and Caucasoid racial
stock." This phenomenon, according to Churchill, was of
little importance to the Indians themselves, especially in
light of the real dangers posed by "cultural, political, and
material encroachments of Euro-American 'civilization.'" In
fact, many "mixed-bloods" obtained leadership positions among
Indian peoples. Quanah Parker (half white) became a leader of
a band of Comanches. John Ross (seven-eighths white) fought
for Cherokee rights. Jim Beckwourth (black) became a
2

The one-drop rule is based on the premise that one drop of blood from a
certain race excludes the individual from membership in another race.
For example, a person who is 1/16 black and 15/16 white would be
considered black.
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Counselor to the Headmen of the Crows. Some historians also
suspect Crazy Horse to have been biracial because of his wavy
hair and light complexion. Whether or not he was "mixed" is
irrelevant, according to Churchill, because:
Unquestionably,
mixed-bloods
and
persons
lacking even the pretense of a Native gene
stood
among
the
foremost
exemplars
of
patriotism in a number of indigenous nations
during the nineteenth century and earlier. By
the same token, many Native people "untainted"
by any hint of admixture with whites or blacks
conducted themselves with all the fidelity of
Vidhun Quisling.
... such matters were well understood in
traditional societies, which is precisely why
they never considered blood quantum to be a
useful factor in determining citizenship or
cultural identity. [Churchill 1999:6]
As discussed above, in anthropological terms, biological
race has never had any meaning. For Indians, family had more
to do with association and attachment than genetics
(Churchill 1999). Adoptions and other forms of metaphorical
kin ties were commonly engaged and were taken very seriously.
The Resulting Complexity
In terms of linguistic relativity, naming who is and who is

not Indian orders our world and directs our attention,
regardless of the inherent flaws of its arbitrariness. Names
and the ability to name are powerful entities because they
represent the loci of negotiations over social authority and
cultural identity (Stuckey and Murphy 2001:75). Deloria
(1998:151) writes "Giving up smidgens of social power was one
thing; giving up power to define some part of one's identity
was quite another."
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A significant portion of U.S. national identity was
historically founded upon the labeling and rejection of
Savages. The colonists expressed this through their writings
and actions. Identifying Indians as the representations of
not only non-whites, but, further all that is non-human and
unquestionably justified the occupation of Indian land by
colonists and the continual expansion of colonial power. When
the colonists decided to become independent, they renewed
their project of labeling Indians as the opposites of
themselves. For example, the Declaration of Independence
condemned Indians as "merciless Indian Savages, whose known
mode of warfare is an undistinguished destruction of all
ages, sexes, and conditions (Stuckey and Murphy 2001:74)." To
be fair, there have been continual corresponding counternarratives with positive views of Indians, but they never
gained ascendancy (Deloria 1998). Indianness has been and
continues to be defined and redefined by outsiders to suit
non-Indian needs. Cartoons are only one expression of this
process.
Non-recognition
"Amid concerns that it might spawn a new Indian casino, the
House killed a resolution Tuesday aimed at giving an Indian
tribe state recognition."
"House rejects tribe recognition"
The Advocate News, 22 May 2002
"We don’t consider federal recognition to be a gaming issue."
Mark Van Norman, NIGA executive director
"Indian Gaming Has Become A Major Force"
Indian Country Today, 2 October 2002
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A very real effect of naming is the federal recognition or
non-recognition of Indian nations. Non-recognition is a form
of oppression in that it imprisons people in a false,
distorted, and reduced mode of being (Weaver 2001:243). In
addition to other outcomes, non-recognition and the resulting
reduced mode of being sometimes compounds into "historical
trauma." Historical trauma is described as an incomplete
mourning and its accompanying depression, which is absorbed
by children from birth onward regardless of whether or not it
is a conscious memory (Duran, et al. 1998:62). It is a
continuing process maintained through the anxieties of
acculturative stress, often resulting in depression, feelings
of marginality, and alienation, heightened psychosomatic
symptoms, and identity confusion (Duran, et al. 1998:62).
Making matters worse, the trauma also encompasses the
aftereffects of racism, oppression, and genocide.
Duran, Duran, and Brave Heart (1998:62) claim that
historical trauma is a remnant of imperialism. Specifically,
they argue that it represents "colonization of the life
world," which occurs when the colonizers interfere with the
mechanisms needed to maintain the domains of the life world
culture, social integration, and socialization of the
colonized. The "colonization of the life world" is a result
of the creation and expansion of America, which produced an
inevitable disintegration of the rationality of everyday life
for Indians.
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Federal recognition is highly coveted among Indian
communities for various reasons. At some level, it may help
to lessen the historical trauma discussed above. Blu
(2001:73) argues that in many cases, people are seeking an
"unquestionable, determined, and once-and-for-all
autochthonous, Indian, status: an external validation for
their own traditional knowledge." Recognition would quash
local, state, and national doubts about a group's Indianness.
Counterimages
"The Navajo and Hopi have refused to build gaming casinos on
their tribal lands, and as a result have maintained their
traditions, culture and language as intended by their
ancestors. They stand tall among the Indian nations."
Tim Giagio
"Tribes Should Share The Casino Wealth"
The Hartford Courant, 13 May 2002
Berkhofer (1978:26) described the two themes in white
imagery of Indians. First, all tribes are interchangeable;
second, they are described through deficiencies in terms of
how they lack white ways, or which white ways are lacking.
The construction of counterimage through listing of
deficiencies from the norm (see ethnicity) easily allows for
projection and examinations of moral character. Invocation of
stereotypes for those we define as different from us is the
most convenient way to deal with them, because the "reduction
of a human to a symbol especially a negative one makes
fighting them, whether physically, ideologically, or both,
easier (Meyer and Royer 2001)." If whites view themselves as
civilized, then their counterimage of Indians does not allow
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for Indian participation in civilization. Therefore,
Indianness and civilization remain in permanent opposition.
The same logic applied to capitalism leads to the conclusion
that Indians are not and cannot be capitalists because
counterimage forces these two labels to remain mutually
exclusive. Indians who operate casinos directly challenge the
counterimage because they are successful business people
running complex enterprises. Yet the power of counterimage is
so great that, in effect, rather than "kill the Indian to
save the man," we must "kill gaming to save our counterimage
of the Indian." In the end, whites remain the civilized
capitalists.

Figure 22. The Indians portrayed in this cartoon are in
direct violation of the white counterimage.
(source: Globe and Mail, June 6, 1994)
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Figure 23. Like Figure 21, this cartoon also displays gaming
as a perceived topic of oral culture. Note that in both
cartoons, knowledge is passed from old to young – middle aged
Indians have no place in the white concept of Native
mysticism and lore. More importantly, this cartoon adds
problems with gaming to the endless litany of problems and
"removals" Indians have suffered from whites.
(source: Lincoln Journal Star, 1996)

Figure 24. Playing on the Lone Ranger and Tonto theme, the
roles are reversed. Note the attire of Tonto.
(source: New Yorker, June 27, 1988)
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Figure 25. Another variation of the Tonto theme.
(source: New Yorker, September 28, 1994)

Figure 26. Though not directly related to gaming, this
cartoon demonstrates the role reversal motif whereby the
Indian is in the position of power. The card of the white
aggressor is played out.
(source: Indian Country Today, September 12, 2002)
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Figure 27. Role reversal on a larger level. Instead of a
financial liability, Indians are portrayed as the model for a
financial turnaround.
(source: San Francisco Chronicle, January 6, 2003)

Figure 28. Reversal of the Manhattan episode. On the left is
the current Governor of CA. Note the feathers and the suit of
the Indian. (source: L.A. Times, January 18, 2003)
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Visual Semiotics – Political-Historical
Political Motivations
Images, good or bad, are based on motives. Indians of
imagination are derived more from polemic and creative needs
than from what is heard, read, or experienced (Berkhofer
1978:71). Both the good and bad images demanded that whites
act immediately to raise Indians to Anglo standards.
According to Berkhofer (1978:114), the U.S. government made,
manipulated, and enacted policies affecting Indians based
primarily on images. The Noble Savage image originally
popular in France was also useful for motivation during the
American Revolution (Berkhofer 1978:76). The dichotomy
between nature and convention inherent in the Noble Savage
image allowed the Americans to justify their criticism of
existing European social institutions. To white colonists
seeking independence, the Noble Savage image represented the
possibility of progress toward civilization if they were left
free and not affected by the outworn social conventions
established by the British.
In 1762, Rousseau provided this inspiration for France
in The Social Contract. But his questioning of governmental
authority resulted in his exile to Switzerland. He insisted
that sovereignty was an inalienable right of the people and
that government was legitimate only in so far as it reflected
the general will of the people (Maybury-Lewis 1997:126). The
treatment of Rousseau is a perfect illustration of Deloria's
(1998:4) analysis of the dual nature of the label "Noble
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Savage," "Noble" being a critique of Western society, and
"Savage" requiring elimination.
Power of Images
The power of images is not abstract. One example of the
concrete power of images was demonstrated through public
reaction to the photographs taken during America's conflict
with Vietnam (Lutz and Collins 1993:3). This power has also
existed in non-photographic forms prior to Vietnam. Early
explorers to Africa gave bizarre descriptions of the natives
they encountered, some of which they illustrated with
drawings depicting hands with faces and feet and other
equally monstrous images. Rationalization for inhuman
treatment of African natives had its roots in the first
impressions created through these images.
American natives suffered a similar experience. Images
of American Indians purveyed by dominant white U.S. society
have not changed much over the last five hundred and twelve
years. In fact, Americans still expect to see Indians in the
forest, rather than a farm or a city (Berkhofer 1978:28).
This and other Indian-as-child-of-nature

myths may be

perpetuated by the disappearance of Indians from textbooks of
U.S. history after discussion of the colonial era. This type
of omission falls under the umbrella of colonial discourse
that operates as an "apparatus of power that strategically
creates a space for a subject people through the production
of knowledges by colonizer and colonized that are
stereotypical but antithetically evaluated. Its mechanism is
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the scientific, moral, or aesthetic writing and other
representation that creates the foundation and rationale for
the colonial political and economic agenda (Bird 1996:112)."
Negative images of Indians serve this function precisely.
They protect the oppressors from a sense of guilt and justify
further exploitation.
Ideally, a reader would recognize what is actually depicted
and then go on to decipher the underlying cultural or social
meaning. But, in reality, identification of what signs
(especially pictorial signs) depict happens so quickly that
it is easy to forget that it has happened at all. The
connotation occurs almost instantaneously because the hidden
underlying assumptions of the images are so ingrained into
normal and taken-for-granted ways of thinking, and are
closely associated with other familiar images that it rarely
occurs to the viewer to question the seemingly transparent
process of connotation.
Dissonance Reduction
A curious and important phenomenon occurs to those readers
who are not prone to accept the meanings of the images as
they are presented. They are led toward an opinion by the
image and its context, but their privately held beliefs may
be at odds with the author's or artist's intended message.
The result is cognitive dissonance. Festinger (1962:3) states
that two items of information that psychologically do not fit
together are in a dissonant relation to each other. The
dissonant information may concern feelings, behavior, and
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opinions among other intangibles. Festinger contends, "in the
course of our lives we have accumulated a large number of
expectations about what things go together and what things do
not." And when the expectation of an appropriate fit of
associations, meanings, or images is not fulfilled,
dissonance occurs. In other words, incoming information meets
a mental fork in the road (see the discussion of taken-forgranted knowledge above).
People will naturally take the necessary measures to
restore consistency. This is usually in the form of changing
their evaluations of information, a process called
dissonance-reducing changes. Festinger (1962:3) declared,
"Just as hunger impels a person to eat, so does dissonance
impel a person to change his opinions or his behavior."
The process of dissonance reduction is simple: a person
must persuade herself or himself that the attractive features
of the rejected alternative are not really as attractive as
first thought and, conversely, the unattractive features of
the chosen alternative must be reevaluated as being not
really so unattractive. Exaggeration of these altered
qualities also helps to justify the decision.
Through experiments, Festinger discovered that dissonance
reduction does not occur during the process of making a
decision, but only after the decision is made and the outcome
is clear. For example, when a person publicly states
something that is at variance with his private beliefs (and
cannot be taken back), he tends to change his private belief
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to bring it into line with his public statement (Festinger
1962:6). In short, after the decision is made, dissonance
reduction should lead the decision maker to perceive an
increase in the desirability of the chosen and a decrease in
the rejected.
If perceptions of visual connotations is as instant as
analysts claim it to be (Barthes 1957; Spencer 1949:43), then
cognitive dissonance and its reduction are at the heart of
the danger of politically motivated images, thus making them
an extremely effective tool for manipulating public opinion.
Indexical Dress
The idea of a wealthy Indian is so anathema that it is seized
upon as a new image to be stereotyped. All of the cartoons
portraying financially successful Indians show them wearing
feathers, beads, or some other indexical marker that lends an
out-of-place feeling to the image. Lutz and Collins (1993)
provide abundant commentary on the significance of indexical
dress of native people in Western settings. Overall, exotic
dress can stand for a pre-modern attitude, Western dress for
a forward-looking orientation. Lutz and Collins (1993) state
that the Western observer is likely to view Western dress as
saying something about the mindset of the wearer. Differences
between people become encompassed within the idea of taste,
thereby allowing poverty to be renamed as "bad taste" and
therefore a matter of consumer choice.
In Lutz and Collins' study of how clothing is perceived by
U.S. consumers of National Geographic photographs, they found
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"a significant number of people remarked on the style of
clothing being worn in the photo. Clothes identified as
Western seemed to them not to belong on those people, to be a
sign of cultural degradation, while non-Western clothing was
taken as a sign of authenticity." I believe this association
is what lies behind the common cartoon motif of an Indian in
a tuxedo. By adding an out-of-place feather to a ritzy
outfit, the viewer is informed that the extravagantly
outfitted person is an Indian, thereby allowing the viewer to
question the legitimacy of a successful Indian's Indianness.

Figure 29. George Catlin's painting of Wi-jun-jon going to
and returning from his 1832 trip to Washington. This painting
shows the historical depth of the idea that Western clothing
does not belong on non-Western people.
Further expounding on the viewer's thought processes,
Lutz and Collins (1993:249) state that the native who would
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go modern (see Figure 29) presents two problems to the
viewer. First, the native "no longer allows the Westerner to
stand, in unique dress, at the head of civilization's march
forward. Second, the native becomes "a usurper and
ridiculous." Lutz and Collins restate the contradiction by
saying that Westerners want natives to dress in the garments
of progress while simultaneously keeping them in the native
dress that preserves cultural authenticity and cultural
hierarchy. Furthermore, natives in Western dress represent
the desire for Western goods, which makes Western viewers
nervous because it "both validates and threatens the
viewer's sense of white middle-class position on the
evolutionary scale." In applying Lutz and Collins'
interpretation of photographs of indigenous people to Indians
in political cartoons, specifically in relation to the
association of modernization with valuing of money and
western commodities, I see the contradictory tux-and-feathers
garb as an expression of threatened white counterimage (see
counterimage). According to the familiar stereotypes, Indians
are expected to reject financial and material wealth in favor
of a natural existence (see political motivations) and
spirituality and wisdom (see Figures 22 and 23 above, Figures
30 and 31 below). The colonial and frontier themes presented
in the cartoons below also rely upon indexical dress, but
indexical chronology takes on a greater importance in
decoding their functions.
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Colonial and Frontier Imagery
The frontier is an ideal setting for images of Indian and
white relations because it is liminal: between Indian and
white, savagery and culture, nature and civilization. If
whites, as Berkhofer (1978:28) posits, expect to see Indians
in primitive conditions rather than in modern settings, then
it is similarly expected that in cartoons Indians be placed
on the frontier, where overt hostility of whites fighting to
take land and Indians fighting to keep it occurred. An Indian
must be in a teepee on the plains in the past, when so-called
real Indians existed.
Literally and metaphorically, the frontier is a place of
extreme contestation because it is always, in the words of
Stuckey and Murphy (2001:77), "unstable, multidirectional,
hybridized, characterized by heteroglossia, and
indeterminate." The frontier is contrasted with "territory,"
which is a fully contained and fully mapped place "invented
to control and subdue the dangerous potentialities of
imagined Indians."
In the process of evolving the contested frontier into a
stable territory, whites took control of "Indianness" at a
symbolic level while simultaneously colonizing land and
resources (Stuckey and Murphy 2001:82). They accomplished
this transformation not only through the use of stereotypes,
but also through the intentional erosion of Indian
sovereignty. Nations were reduced to tribes, and these tribes
were renamed according to the colonists' whims. "The names
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effectively demeaned indigenous peoples by embedding what had
been localized insults into the authoritative and dominant
language" (Stuckey and Murphy 2001:82). For example, the
Lakota, Nakota, and Dakota nations (all meaning "allies")
were renamed Sioux, which was an Algonquin word meaning
"snakes" or "enemies." The Nde Indians ("The People") were
renamed Apache, the Zuni word for "enemies." Dine Indians
("The People") were renamed Navaho, a Tewa word for
"thieves." Names were not exclusively taken from other Indian
languages, sometimes they were from French or English. In
Montana, for example, there are tribes given the names Gros
Ventre (French for "Big Belly") and Flathead Indians.
In 1890, the last Indian "battle" occurred at Wounded Knee
in South Dakota, which effectively subdued the resistant
Sioux. Is it coincidence that the 1890 census declared the
frontier to be gone?
Frontier and colonial imagery is the most commonly
recurring theme among the casino cartoons. Indian casinos are
the new frontier, not in a geographic sense, but, rather, in
an economic and psychological sense. Indian casinos are, like
the old-frontier, a locus of extreme contestation. And, like
the old-frontier settlers, contemporary non-Indians are
attempting to morph the frontier into a fully contained and
mapped territory, because as Stuckey and Murphy (2001:77)
state, a territory is "invented to control and subdue the
dangerous potentialities of imagined Indians."
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Figure 30. Indians depicted as baiting the Pilgrims. This
allows for an after-the-fact alteration of historical
interactions.
(source: The New Yorker, October 29, 1999)

Figure 31. At first glance, the bowed heads makes this
cartoon appear to be a prayer over a shared meal. Again, an
ex post facto alteration placing the morality associated with
gaming in a historical setting.
(source: New Yorker, November 23, 1998)
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Figure 32. Indian gaming recontextualized onto the frontier.
(source: Bizarro, August 29, 2002)

Figure 33. Again, Indian gaming recontextualized onto the
frontier.
(source: Indian Country Today, August 16, 2002)
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Figure 34. No ordinary smoke signal.
(source: New York Times, October 2, 1994)

Cavalry and Indian Wars
(current battles as continuation of past battles)
"The chickenhawks at the [Wall Street] Journal want to start
the Indian Wars all over again."
"The Wall Street Journal's Drumbeat: Is This the Way
Termination Started?"
Indian Country Today, 25 September 2002
"'We're going to be wiped out by the tribes,' said Haig
Kelegian, a part owner of three card clubs in Commerce, Bell
Gardens and Oceanside."
Scott Gold, staff writer
"Tribes Deal a Tough Hand to CA's Card Clubs"
LA Times, 2 June 2001
Cavalry and Indian wars are a motif of the frontier theme.
The associated images allow for the metaphor of battle
between Indians and whites to be foregrounded (see Figure
35). Of course, Indian wars were not exclusively fought on
the frontier, but their placement on the frontier enables the
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viewer to recall the nearly universally shared imagery of
enduringly popular American western movies.

Figure 35. The Republican cavalry has come, but intends to
fight with contemporary tactics. Note the tuxedos and
feathers. (source: Hartford Courant, June 10, 1997)

Interestingly, cartoons from Indian newspapers (see Figures
36,37, and 38) tend to explore a different perspective of the
cavalry and Indian war sub-theme than those displayed in the
white press. Deloria (1969:148) alleges Custer to be the most
enduring subject of Indian humor. The popularity of Custer
jokes, Deloria (1969:148) articulates, is pan-Indian because
"Custer binds together implacable foes because he represented
the Ugly American of the last century and he got what was
coming to him." In Figure 36, John Cornyn, candidate for
Texas attorney general, is portrayed with a Custer-like
arrogance. His smirk and tilted hat are markers of this sort
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of egotism, while the fringe on his jacket and gauntlet-style
gloves evoke Custer's costume.
Figure 37 shows a saber-wielding cavalryman in the full
throws of his violent passion. His depiction as an idiot is
also Custer-like in his costume and his enthusiasm to ride
off for battle. Even sillier, he isn’t going anywhere on his
horse of rhetoric.

Figure 36. This cartoon concerns a candidate for the office
of Texas Attorney General, whose campaign promise was to
terminate Indian gaming in the state.
(source: Indian Country Today, January 11, 2002)
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Figure 37. A response to community organizations calling for
an end to Indian gaming.
(source: Indian Country Today, February 22, 2002)

Figure 38. Though only peripherally related to gaming, this
cartoon demonstrates the Custer theme well. Gale Norton is
the Secretary of the Interior; Neal McCaleb is the head of
the BIA. At the time of this cartoon, both were on trial for
contempt in the trust reform case of Cobell v. Norton.
Billions of dollars are unaccounted for and remain
undistributed under this leadership.
(source: Indian Country Today, September 4,2002)
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Visual Semiotics - Moral
Judgments of Savage Morality
(pride,envy,gluttony,lust,anger,greed,sloth)
In 1877, Lewis Henry Morgan wrote about the "inferiority of
the savage man in the mental and moral scale, undeveloped,
inexperienced, and held down by his low animal appetites and
passions" (Bock 1988:13). Specifically, Morgan felt that
Indians lacked a strong passion for property, a trait that
"marks the commencement of civilization." The qualities
attributed to "savage" passions include uncontrollable urges
that may erupt into violence at any time. The "savages" had
to be controlled, or else they would "gorge" themselves in
pagan feasts, "slaughter" themselves in combat, or
"foolishly" give away all their possessions (Bock 1988:13).
Morgan might have possibly been the original academic
contributor to the stereotype that Indians are unable to make
or manage money. However, in fairness to Morgan, his views
seemed to mellow somewhat after he actually interacted with
Indians (Deloria 1998).
In 1965, Frantz Fannon noted that the increasing anxiety of
the white settlers was expressed through repressive measures,
which in turn provoked violent outbursts from the Indians
that led to a vicious circle that perpetuated anxiety (Bock
1988:13). Richard Drinnon (1980) says that violent resistance
to empire building has usually been treated as a personality
trait of the natives rather than a situational response to
theft of land or other mode of attack. Viewing resistance as
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aggressive and out of control has led to "natives being
culturally constructed, like women and mental degenerates, as
both physically strong and characterologically weak" (Drinnon
1980).

Figure 39. Indians are perceived as agents of change in the
character of CT. (source: New Yorker, November 27, 1995)
Whites addressed the "flawed" Indian moralities of
generosity and "laziness" by creating new needs such as cash
and consumer goods. Indians quickly acquired a taste for
liquor, canned foods, rifles, metal tools, bright cloths, and
even bicycles. "If these desires did not sufficiently
'motivate' them, a tax payable only in cash effectively
forced them into wage labor" (Bock 1998). These "motivations"
from the frontier era continued into the modern era in the
form of allotment (see Appendix H) and relocation. Deloria
(1998:146) states that the urban wage labor resulting from
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the Relocation Program represents a deep threat to unique
Indian identities.
The virtues of thrift, discipline, and prudence, are
central to the Protestant and the capitalist work ethic.
Gaming encourages splurging based on luck and superstition.
When casinos are owned and run by Indians, shortsighted,
godless savages are leading honest Christians into
temptation and causing them to become impoverished (see
Figures 39,40, and 41). I believe the anti-gaming notions are
based as much on economics as ideology. I submit church bingo
as evidence. Its popularity belies the negative moral
implications carried by gaming in general. There must be a
deeper motive.

Figure 40. An image of common folks suffering for Indian
profit.
(source: Hartford Courant, April 18, 2001)
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Figure 41. Protestant ethics and Indian gaming.
(source: North County Times, May 14, 2001)

Figure 42. Overall U.S. gaming intake. (Data from NIGA 2003)

Efforts to curb Indian-run gaming may in fact be endeavors
to prevent the spread of non-Protestant values, and the
corresponding erosion of modern U.S. capitalism. If this
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supposition is reasonable, then it is in the best interest of
whites to eliminate Indian gaming, because modern capitalism
is the basis of whites' power. Ironically, ten percent of the
economic power in this one industry is being controlled by a
minority population comprising less than one percent of the
total U.S. population (see Figure 42).

Figure 43. Considering that Indian gaming accounts for only
ten percent of the U.S. gaming market, tribal casinos should
not be considered a major threat. Note the relative size and
facial expressions of the contestants.
(source: Indian Country Today, January 7, 2002)

Corruption/Victimization as Justification for Casino
Elimination/Prevention/Reform
"THE WHITE MAN WINS AGAIN. While most Indians continue to
live in poverty, many non-Indian investors are extracting
hundreds of millions of dollars – sometimes in violation of
legal limits – from casinos they helped establish, either by
taking advantage of regulatory loopholes or cutting backroom
deals."
Donald L. Barlett and James B. Steele
Time, December 16, 2002, p.49
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"Instead of regulating Indian gambling, the act [IGRA] has
created chaos and a system tailor-made for abuse."
Donald L. Barlett and James B. Steele
Time, December 16, 2002, p.46
Indian casinos have become a political fixers' game that is
bad social and economic policy.
"Big Chief Pataki"
The Wall Street Journal, 1 March 2002
"When their agenda bogs down, well-connected tribes can go to
friends in Congress, skirting the BIA and the regulatory
process altogether."
Donald L. Barlett and James B. Steele
Time, December 23, 2002, p.54

Figure 44. Indians are accused of buying legislation.
(source: North County Times, June 15, 2001)
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Figure 45. Indians take control of Sacramento.
(source: San Mateo County Times, January 28, 2003)
For the weeks of December 16 and December 23, 2002, Time
magazine ran a two-part special report on Indian casinos,
focusing on the negative aspects supported by anecdotal
evidence and playing on both the old and new stereotypes. One
of the old stereotypes is that all Indians are
interchangeable (Berkhofer 1978:26). Time treats Indians this
way through its criticism of successful tribes for not
sharing profits with the less successful. If non-Indians were
to follow this suggestion, then Texas would share its lottery
profits with Louisiana instead of spending it on education
and other social programs as do Indians. This analogy applies
directly because Texas and Louisiana have the same degree of
sovereignty and independence from each other as do federally
recognized tribes, and in reality, the people of the two
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states are probably more closely related than the Pequots are
to the Hopis. Indian newspapers cartoons responded to the
critical mainstream journalism portrayal (see Figures 46 and
47).

Figure 46. This cartoon was published in response to the TIME
cover story. It demonstrates the concept of corrupt Indians
and investors. (source: North County Times, December 15,2002)
The allegations of incompetence brought forth by Time play
upon the nineteenth-century notions that Indians are mentally
and morally inferior. The former is expressed through the ten
pages dedicated to the non-Indian financiers who are
supposedly taking advantage of the incapable Indians. The
latter is conveyed in the numerous anecdotes of corruption
peppered throughout the article. Take, for example, the
statement: "Wealthy Indian gaming tribes suddenly are pouring
millions of dollars into political campaigns at both state
and federal levels (see Appendix G for NIGA's response to
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Time). They are also influencing gaming and other policies
affecting Native Americans by handing out large sums to
influential lobbying firms" (Bartlett and Steele 2002a:47).
Apparently, the common practice of lobbying became
reprehensible when adopted by Indians (see Figure 44).

Figure 47. An Indian response to the TIME articles. Note the
thick glasses implying shortsightedness.
(source: Indian Country Today, December 18, 2002)
Despite the fears about and accusations of corruption
within the Indian gaming system, the regulatory oversight is
comparable to jurisdictions such as Atlantic City that are
legendary for efficiently monitoring gaming activities
(Cornell, et al. 1998:iv). Furthermore, tribal gaming may be
even be better policed than non-Indian gaming because it is
subject to three separate and distinct levels of regulation,
as dictated by IGRA; non-Indian gaming is subject to only a
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single level of regulation (NIGA 2002a; see Appendix D for a
breakdown of gaming regulation). The tribes administer the
first level of regulation in the form of tribal regulators
and commissions responsible for compliance with local
ordinances and state compacts. The second level is regulated
by the State Gaming Department to the extent agreed upon in
the tribe-state negotiations. The NIGC is the third level of
regulation, which came into operation in 1993 to oversee to
the tribal and state level supervisors. Other agencies with
varying additional degrees of gaming oversight duties include
the FBI, IRS, U.S. Attorneys, U.S. Marshals, Attorneys
General, Secret Service, and the BIA (NIGA 2002a). With this
level of oversight, indictments of corruption in Indian
gaming are ludicrous and reek of the anxieties that I have
attempted to demonstrate throughout this thesis.
Spectacle and Sovereignty
"Rep. John Alario, D-Westwego, also changed Riddle's bill
[for state recognition of the Avoyel-Taensa tribe] on the
House floor to include a bogus Indian tribe. Alario called
his imaginary Indians the 'Cataouatche' tribe.' They've been
very friendly through the years, and they've done an
outstanding job of being good citizens,' Alario said of the
Cataouatches."
"House rejects tribe recognition"
The Advocate News, 22 May 2002
In most cases of editorial cartoons in the white press,
Indian casinos are made into a spectacle, an act of
disrespect which undermines Indian sovereignty. Lutz and
Collins (1993:90) argue, "One of the effects of spectacle is
to discredit the significance of the foreign [read sovereign
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for our purposes], even to create a sense of fictitiousness
[read inauthentic]." Applying this revised statement to the
cartooned spectacle of Indian casinos suggests that Indian
sovereignty (the legal basis of Indian gaming) is fraudulent
because inauthentic Indians have gained an undeserved legal
status. Apparently, this sentiment is not taken lightly by
the Native media (see Figure 48).

Figure 48. This cartoon is celebratory of a U.S. Court of
Appeals decision in favor of the pueblo's policy of making
membership in a labor union optional (rather than compulsory)
for employment by their casino.
(source: Indian Country Today, January 25, 2002)
Another perspective on the comical derision of sovereignty
is provided by Eric Wolf's (1982) statement that "Those
without history, seated in the natural rather than a cultural
realm, have a morphology rather than a trajectory." My
interpretation of this statement as related to Indian gaming
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leads me to believe that successful Indians have moved from
the natural to the cultural realm, and are therefore
perceived as having a trajectory. Indian engagement in a
trajectory is a source of anxiety to non-Indians, whose image
of themselves is based on evaluations of evolutionary
superiority. An Indian trajectory becomes a threat to "erase
the colonizer" as Renato Rosaldo (1989) words it. The humor
in Figure 50 comes from the irony of Indians setting the
example for financing a major sporting arena. A stadium is
representative of civilization itself; think of how dominant
the coliseum is in both ancient and modern Rome. The stadium
dominates not only through its size, but also in its
representation of the glory of western civilization. The
humor results from the frame change from stereotypic
entrenched notions of Indians as less-than-savvy
entrepreneurs.

Figure 49. A response to TX'S controversial de-legitimization
of two tribes and the subsequent forced closure of their
casinos, after the state Attorney General declared that TX
has no Indian tribes.
(source: Indian Country Today, August 23, 2002)
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Figure 50. Indians again used as the model for financial
turnaround. Perhaps, ironically, the Pequots did bid for
ownership of the New England Patriots.
(source: Hartford Courant, December 8, 1998)
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Case Study
Wall Street Journal v. Indian Country Today
(Indian Use of Cartoons in a Newspaper Feud)
The use of cartoons to bolster the effect of editorial
writing is not the exclusive domain of the white media. The
highly regarded national native newspaper, Indian Country

Today, has taken on the role of David against the Goliath
Wall Street Journal. In 2002, the two newspapers bickered for
over a month, with Indian Country Today using cartoons to
enhance their counterstrikes.
on March 5, 2002, The Wall Street Journal printed a
story entitled "Big Chief Pataki" (see article in Appendix
E). This story is almost a caricature of the negative
journalism cited in The Reading Red Report (see media
coverage above). The context of the story was that New York
Governor George Pataki was entering into negotiations with
the Mohawk, Seneca, and Oneida nations as required by federal
gaming laws. Indian nations and states must enter
negotiations "in good faith (Eisler 2001:118)." States cannot
automatically impose limitations on Indian gaming because the
states and tribes are negotiating as distinct sovereigns
(Slack 2001).
The Wall Street Journal story not only perpetuates the
notions that Indian casinos are run by the mafia and that all
Indians are getting rich, but it is also peppered with an
abundance of derogatory words and phrases. Inflammatory and
disrespectful statements include "Chief Pataki", "traded
beads", "Great White Father Pataki", and inaccurate
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application of the events called "powwows." The story boldly
opens with "New York State has a new Indian Chief and
gambling boss, two jobs that seem to go together these days."
When the commentary makes its transition to the perceived
problems with gaming and the focus is on the Indians rather
than the governor himself, "Chief" Pataki is renamed "Mr."
Pataki. Therefore, the governor is a joke when he bargains
with Indians, but respectable when other issues are
addressed.
The issue of tribal sovereignty is also ridiculed in the
story. Tribal recognition is a process that "is out of
control and rife with special favors," writes the Wall Street

Journal. The article accuses the recognition process of being
"increasingly not about merit but 'the resources that
petitioners and third parties can marshal to develop a
successful political and legal strategy.'"
The issue of the evaluation of ethnic authenticity of
Indian people is also woven into this denigration (see
Figures 36 and 37). The Wall Street Journal claimed that,
"Indian groups, some with highly dubious claims to Native
American authenticity, are pounding on the doors of the
Interior Department and state legislatures."
The Indian Country Today newspaper responded to the
Journal with a story entitled "The Wall Street Journal Loses
Respect" published on March 7, 2002. The core of Indian

Country Today's response was that the Wall Street Journal
used "innuendo and misinformation of the cheapest order and
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displayed a complete lack of understanding for the Indian
gaming industry and its resulting economic, social and
cultural benefits." They also retorted that being called
"chief" in a mocking tone is equivalent to a black man being
called "boy." The name-calling in the Wall Street Journal
story "marks the editorial down to the lowest levels." The

Wall Street Journal was furthermore accused of "being driven
by a nearly religious hostility toward Indian gaming."
On the implication that the Indian nations are
controlled "by the same white guys hiding behind the
curtain," Indian Country Today (2002a) says the Wizard of Oz
imagery (see Figure 51) undermines Indian sovereignty. The
subtext of the reference and imagery was particularly
infuriating to the authors and readers of the Indian
newspaper, because the creator of The Wizard of Oz, L. Frank
Baum, was famously an Indian hater. He published the Saturday

Pioneer, a weekly paper based in South Dakota, for which he
authored two editorials in 1890 calling for the
extermination of the Sioux.3
The Indian Country Today accuses the Wall Street

Journal of perpetuating this journalistic tradition.
To emphasize this point, the Indian Country Today

3

Concerning Sitting Bull's death, Baum wrote:
The nobility of the Redskin is extinguished, and what few are left are a
pack of whining curs who lick the hand that smites them. The Whites, by
law of conquest, by justice of civilization, are masters of the American
continent, and the best safety of the frontier settlements will be
secured by the total annihilation of the few remaining Indians. Why not
annihilation? Their glory has fled, their spirits broken, their manhood
effaced: better that they die than live the miserable wretches that they
are. [Indian Country Today 2002a]
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printed a rather large cartoon chastising the oldfashioned mindset of the Wall Street Journal. (see
Figure 52).

Figure 51. Naïve democrats and Indian tribes as puppets.
(source: York Independent, June 6, 2002)

Figure 52. A visual interpretation of an offensive
editorial.
(source: Indian Country Today, March 7, 2002)
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In counter-response to the March 7 Indian Country

Today article, the Wall Street Journal published a
story entitled "Indian Casinos Today" on April 5,
2002, its very title mocking the name of the Indian
newspaper. The Wall Street Journal objected to the
accusation of being racist and part of a growing
national backlash against Indians. In their defense,
they replied:
We thought we were having fun with Mr. Pataki,
not Indians. But in any case the race card has
become the first refuge of the scoundrels in
American politics. The folks who play it are
usually trying to deflect attention from the
real issue. [Wall Street Journal 2002b]
After these defensive declarations, the Wall

Street Journal launched into another round of
incendiary allegations. Mostly, these were
restatements of their original claims, but with a few
barbs thrown in to degrade the Indian newspaper. The
article closed with "Indian Country Today would better
serve its readers if it tried to uncover such rotten
deals instead of flacking for them." It was all too
obvious that the Wall Street Journal did not have any
defense against claims that it took a wide swipe at
Indians as a whole. The Wall Street Journal dismissed

Indian Country Today's criticisms by not responding at
all. They offered no explanation for their claimed
derision of the governor through the misuse of the
terms "Big Chief" or "powwow." The lack of defense
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related to these points of contention implies that the

Wall Street Journal views gaming as the primary
identifier of Indianness.
In a subsequent piece, the Wall Street Journal
defended its allegations of casino corruption by
citing other stories written by other major newspapers
such as The Los Angeles Times, The Boston Globe, The

Minneapolis Star Tribune and The St. Petersburg Times
(Wall Street Journal 2002b). They also added, "We are
especially amused by Indian Country Today's assertion
that 'Indian gaming is among the most regulated
industries in America (Wall Street Journal 2002b).
The battle continued the following day (April
5th) with a press release by the National Indian
Gaming Association (see Appendix F). The letter was
written in a formal style, and it addressed the
allegations of poor regulation in a straightforward
tone of correcting a misrepresentation. There were no
taunting comments to be found in this dignified
response.
In the April 12 edition of Indian Country Today,
the native newspaper had the last word in the dispute,
which was accompanied by a celebratory cartoon (see
Figure 53). Within this short retort (a total of 3
sentences), the newspaper quoted Winston Churchill:
"Nothing is more exhilarating in life than to be shot
at without effect." This statement, along with its
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cartoon, implies that the Indian Country Today claims
victory in this David versus Goliath battle.

Figure 53. Native media bull-roping the giant.
(source: Indian Country Today, April 12,2002)

Figure 54. This buffalo was reluctant to jump.
(source: Indian Country Today, November 29, 2002)
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Conclusion
I have demonstrated that the white use of cartoons is
both an outlet for anxiety and a demonstration of power. To
be precise, it is an expression of what the organizational
sociologist Amitai Etzioni (1975) calls normative or
identitive power. In contrast, the Indian use of cartoons is
a tool of impression management used for negotiating the
social order. Before I expand on this, allow me to establish
the chronological use of power against Indians.
When coexistence appeared impossible, colonists
instituted a policy of extermination. This is coercive power
because of its reliance on physical force to enforce
compliance. During the Indian Wars, the policy of
extermination proved to be too difficult so a new U.S.
government policy emerged - assimilation. This period, still
in effect today, is an experiment in what Etzioni (1975)
would call remunerative or utilitarian power. The core of
remunerative power is material rewards such as money. It was
during this period that the Relocation Program took effect,
when Indians were encouraged to move from their reservations
into large cities to participate in wage labor. However, the
Relocation program also failed leaving the federal policy
makers in despair as to how to deal with the Indian problem.
Indians were considered economically hopeless because it was
believed that they could neither make nor manage money. In
desperation, or possibly as an act of "tough love," the
Reagan Administration annually decreased the federal budget
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for Indian programs over its eight years in office. The
Administration thus nudged Indians from the reservation nest
with hopes that they would spread their wings and become
independent.
In 1992, the Pequot tribe opened what eventually became
the world's most profitable casino (Eisler 2001). The federal
government got what it asked for – self-sufficiency among
American Indians, but the state governments cried "foul."
Indians have every right to open casinos if gaming is allowed
in the surrounding state as stipulated by IGRA, but with
reservations becoming a core instead of a periphery, states
are fighting tooth and claw to put things back as they were.
Indian sovereignty is often too strong to defeat in the
courtrooms, so the attack takes place one step ahead of that
- at Indianness itself, through the medium of images.
The challenge of Indian authenticity falls under
Etzioni's (1975) normative or identitive power. This use of
power involves the manipulation of symbols. In this case it
involves the Indian as symbolic. It is in this realm that we
find the cartoons demonstrating anti-casino backlash. I
subdivided these cartoons thematically to illustrate the
varied strategies of performing identitive power. All of
these strategies approached the discourse through
manipulating the processes of signification.
The gray area between the signifier and signified is the
perfect place for semiotic gunslingers to hide. The moral
marshals are willing to do whatever it takes to restore the
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law of the West and ease the settlers' fears. Their mission
is to gun down the sign. In this case, the gunslingers are
lurking in the shadows between cartoons and Indianness while
hunting down Indian gaming. Beware: the gunmen are armed with
identitive power.
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Appendix A
Selected Tribe-State Compacts
(Source: Cornell, et al. 1998:20)

Wisconsin

Ho-Chunk Nation
‡
‡
‡
‡
‡
‡
‡

Recommends gaming policies and
guidelines to the Ho-Chunk
Legislature
Monitors all classes of gaming on
the Nation's Lands
Reviews all monthly reports and
annual audits
Issues gaming employee and vendor
licenses
Refers probable violations to the
Ho-Chunk Department of Justice
for investigation
Adjudicates alleged violations
Imposes penalties for violations

The State Indian Gaming Office and the
State Department of Justice are
authorized to monitor the tribe's gaming
operations to ensure compliance. Agents
of both authorities can make spot checks
of gaming-related premises, equipment,
records, and documents, with notification
to the tribe's designated public safety
officer, but must be accompanied by a
tribal official during the inspection.

Mohegan Tribe
‡
‡

‡
‡

Connecticut

Promulgates and enforces
appropriate gaming regulations
Provides 24-hour monitoring of
gaming facilities (including the
count room, patron complaints,
jackpot, pay-outs, and slot
activities)
Conducts background checks on
employees and vendors
Processes all new employee
applications and annual license
renewals

The Tribe must disclose its programs of
instructional and on-the-job training and
its systems of internal organization for
all gaming operations to the State gaming
agency. State law enforcement officers
have free access to all gaming areas –
including locked and secured areas – for
monitoring purposes. In addition, the
State Department of Consumer Protection
monitors the serving of alcohol within
gaming facilities. The tribe funds both
the police and liquor control services.

Sault Ste. Marie Chippewa
‡
‡
‡

Michigan

Ensures compliance with state and
federal gaming regulations
Licenses all tribal gaming
facilities, employees, and
vendors
Performs background checks for
licensing

The State of Michigan may inspect public
areas of the tribe's casinos without
prior notice and may inspect private
areas and records on two days notice in
order to monitor compliance.

Standing Rock Sioux Tribe
‡
‡
‡
‡

North and South Dakota

Ensures compliance with state and
federal gaming regulations
Licenses all tribal gaming
facilities, employees, and
vendors
Drafts a budget for the
allocation of casino profits for
submission to Tribal Council
Oversees the management of the
tribe's casinos to ensure that
the casinos are operated with the
tribe's interests in mind

The states of North and South Dakota
perform the background checks necessary
to license employees and vendors on
behalf of the tribe. The results of these
checks are submitted to the Gaming
Commission for their approval. The tribe
pays a fee to the states for this
service. The state gaming authorities
also have the right to inspect the
tribe's gamin facilities without prior
notice.
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Appendix B
Comparative Blood Quantum
COMPARATIVE EXAMPLE OF "WHO IS AN INDIAN" FOR SIX FEDERAL
PURPOSES, REGARDING MEMBERS OF THE FEDERALLY RECOGNIZED
NAVAJO TRIBE OF THE SOUTHWEST AND THE NON-FEDERALLY
RECOGNIZED CATAWBA* OF SOUTH CAROLINA
(source: Utter 1993:13)
* Since this Table was originally published in 1993, the Catawba tribe
has received federal recognition, thereby changing their status
regarding federal blood quantum requirements. Considering the Catawba
status change, this chart demonstrates the folly of blood quantum
requirements.

"Indian" for these purposes
Census
Indian
count

BIA
services

Indian
Arts &
Crafts
Authentication

Regulations
Re:
Owning
eagle
feathers

Admin.
for NA
Programs

BIA
hiring
preference

BQ
4/4 Nav. YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

1/4 Nav. YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

1/8 Nav. YES

NO

MAYBE

NO

YES

MAYBE

4/4 Cat. YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

YES

1/2 Cat. YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

YES

1/4 Cat. YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO
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Appendix C
Federal Acknowledgment Requirements
Source: NIGA (www.indiangaming.org/info/pr/sovereignty.sthml)

Tribes cannot have any formal government-to-government relations with
the United States unless they are recognized by the federal government.
Most Indian Nations were recognized in the 18th and 19th centuries. A
few decimated by war, were overlooked by the U.S. as they clung
tenaciously to remote corners of their aboriginal homelands. This can
happen in only two ways: the tribe is recognized by an act of Congress,
or: tribes undertake a lengthy and complex recognition process with the
Department of the Interior. This Process is called the Federal
Acknowledgement Process.
Tribes seeking federal recognition from the Interior Department must
meet seven historical, anthropological and genealogical requirements.
They are:
a.

Sources outside the tribe identify them as Indians or aboriginal
peoples.

b.

The tribe must have continuously existed as a community since its
first contact with non-Indian people.

c.

The tribe can demonstrate a continual authority system in which
there are leaders and followers.

d.

The tribe has formed a written constitution or government
document to be used if the tribe receives recognition.

e.

Tribal members can show direct genealogical descent from a tribe
that existed before contact with non-Indians.

f.

The majority of tribal members are not members of an existing
federally-recognized tribe.

g.

The tribe's federal recognition has not already been terminated
by Congress.

If a tribe meets all these criteria it can submit to a year-long review
of its case by the Interior Department. The final determination on
tribal recognition is made by the Assistant Secretary for Indian
Affairs.
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Appendix D
Indian Gaming Regulation
source: NIGA (www.indiangaming.org/pr/regulation.shtml)
TRIBAL GOVERNMENT
*
Establishes Tribal Gaming Commission
*
Provides front-line regulation of tribal gaming, including
security and surveillance measures
*
Compliance with Title 31 (Bank Secrecy Act)
*
Manages tribal gaming operations
*
Adopts ordinances and issue licenses for gaming operations and
employees, perform background investigations
*
Negotiates compacts with state for Class III gaming
*
Provides protection and law enforcement
*
Criminal and enforcement through Tribal Court System
*
Network - security surveillance with all other casinos
DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR
*
Rules on land into trust issues
*
Rules on plans for allocation of tribal gaming revenues
*
Conducts investigative studies
*
Approves tribal-state compacts
*
Issues opinions
NATIONAL INDIAN GAMING COMMISSION
*
Approves management contracts
*
Regulates gaming
*
Conducts background checks & reviews terms of contracts
*
Authority to enforce civil penalties & impose fines up to $25,000
per day and to order establishment closures
*
Approves tribal gaming ordinances
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
*
Investigates and prosecutes violations of Federal gaming law
*
Conducts fingerprint and background checks of key gaming
employees as requested by NIGC
*
Seeks civil enforcement of Federal gaming law
*
Conducts investigative studies
*
Issue opinions
STATE GOVERNMENT
*
Negotiates compact with tribes for Class III gaming
a.
security, protection
b.
infrastructure
c.
costs for increased costs to state/local government
*
Enforces provisions of compact, which often include background
checks of employees and management company personnel
*
Varies per state policy
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Appendix E
"Big Chief Pataki"

WALL STREET JOURNAL
REVIEW & OUTLOOK
March 1, 2002
New York State has a new Indian chief and gambling boss, two jobs that
seem to go together these days: Governor George Pataki. We doubt New
Yorkers will enjoy the spoils as much as the politicians, lobbyists and
gambling interests who cut this sweetheart deal.
In the wake of September 11 and facing a budget deficit, Chief Pataki
rushed a package through the state legislature granting himself the
power to negotiate gambling compacts with Indian tribes for six new
casinos. It promises to be a political jackpot for the Republican
Governor, who faces re-election this fall and claims gambling will help
the economically depressed Buffalo/Niagara Falls and Catskills areas.
In return for cashing in, the Indians are also settling some ancient
land claims. Mr. Pataki also traded beads with unions, which won the
right to organize some of the new casinos.
The three casinos in Buffalo and Niagara Falls would be owned by the
Seneca Indian Nation but operated by big gaming companies. The
Catskills casinos — an easy drive from New York City — most likely
would go to the Mohawk and the Oneida, with the same white guys behind
the curtain. Slot machines, currently banned in New York, would be
legalized and placed in the casinos. Electronic slot machines known as
video lottery terminals would go up at horse-racing tracks throughout
the state. New York also joins the Powerball lottery operating in more
than 20 other states. All this will allegedly bring jobs to local
economies and at least $1 billion per year into state coffers.
Great White Father Pataki is just the latest pol to cash in on the
nationwide Indian-sponsored gambling boom. Legislative moves in
California in the past two years have created an Indian casino gold
rush in that state. Nationally, Indian gambling has exploded into a $10
billion a year industry shadowed by controversy. Currently there are
nearly 200 federally designated "gaming tribes." But because of the
windfall that usually follows, about 200 more groups are petitioning
the Interior Department's Bureau of Indian Affairs for tribal status.
But along with the money come other things: lowlifes and organized
crime, drugs, prostitution, loan sharking and money laundering. The mob
infiltrates and corruption in local government often follows. For a
small minority gambling is a serious addiction, wrecking lives and
families. In rural Connecticut around the Mashantucket Pequot Indians'
Foxwoods Casino, traffic on small country roads has tripled, accidents
have increased and local services are under severe stress. As for the
economic development argument, we recommend a close look at Atlantic
City, where the mean streets behind the glittering boardwalk have
benefited little from the casino boom.
Mr. Pataki's deal highlights many of the problems with Indian gaming
today. One is a tribal recognition process that is out of control and
rife with special favors. Land controlled by Indian tribes has a
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special sovereign status, largely exempt from state and federal
regulation. Backed by investors looking to hit the casino jackpot,
Indian groups, some with highly dubious claims to Native American
authenticity, are pounding on the doors of the Interior Department and
state legislatures.
A recent General Accounting Office report concluded that tribal
recognition is increasingly not about merit but "the resources that
petitioners and third parties can marshal to develop a successful
political and legal strategy." Among the petitioners for tribal status
are the Ramapough Mountain Indians, a group of about 3,000 souls on the
border of New York and New Jersey; doubtless another casino would
follow federal recognition.
Federally approved land-trust swaps are another bit of gaming
corruption. High-powered lobbyists representing big gaming syndicates
line up the land swaps. Designated Indian tribes are granted the right
to purchase real estate near major metropolitan areas, which is then
taken into trust by the government on behalf of the Indians, converting
it into tribal land. The swaps are subject to Interior Department
approval and often are the cause of much consternation in local
communities. Catskills land swaps for casinos are on the table in New
York in Mr. Pataki's pow-wows with the Mohawk, and with the Oneida
Indian Nation for a settlement of a long-running land dispute in
central New York.
Mr. Pataki still must negotiate gambling compacts with the tribes, get
federal approval and survive court challenges. In January, a coalition
of anti-gambling forces filed suit in state court charging that the
Pataki casino bill was unconstitutional because the New York State
Constitution prohibits commercialized gambling. Midnight passage of the
bill, the suit charges, was a "farcical exercise of 'representative
democracy' " and an assault "on the welfare and morals of the
citizenry."
We wish them luck. The history of Indian gaming is that, like the craps
tables themselves, it promises more than it ever delivers. Beyond
November and beyond New York, Mr. Pataki is said to have his eyes on
the post-Bush Presidency. His gambling deal may come back to haunt him.
Indian casinos have become a political fixers' game that is bad social
and economic policy.
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Appendix F
NIGA Response To WSJ
April 5, 2002
Wall Street Journal letter
Dear Editor:
At the National Indian Gaming Association, we were disappointed by your
editorial of April 4, 2002. Editorials such as this are a true
disservice to the 300,000 hard working Indian and non-Indian
individuals that are employed due to Tribal government gaming.
Your editorial implies that Indian gaming is unregulated and corrupt
with mob influence. Both assertions are completely false. The fact is
that Indian gaming is a highly regulated industry, subject to
regulation at the Tribal, State, and Federal Government levels. After a
year of studying this very issue, even one of Indian gaming's most
ardent detractors, Paul Moore, Chairman of the Indian gaming
subcommittee of the National Gambling Impact Study Commission, stated:
"Native American gambling operations have two key hurdles to overcome
in the perceptions of the American public: that they are unregulated
and that they are making money hand over fist. Neither is true."
At the Tribal Government level, Indian Tribes invest $160 million
annually to regulate Indian gaming through tribal gaming commissions
and staff. Your editorial discounted those efforts as mere "selfregulation." To us, self-regulation is self-government. At the same
time that American patriots dumped tea in Boston Harbor to promote
American self-government, our patriotic forefathers fought to preserve
American Indian self-government. For its part, the United States
guaranteed tribal self-government through treaties that involved the
cession of millions of acres of land.
Moreover, our Tribal gaming commissioners and regulators are highly
educated professionals with exemplary qualifications and Indian Tribes
have established world class, state of the art gaming operations and
regulatory systems. For example, the Director of Security and
Surveillance at one of Tribes in Minnesota is a 24-year veteran of the
Minneapolis Police Force who served on the SWAT Team, the Homicide
Unit, and Emergency Response Unit. The Executive Director of a
California tribal gaming commission has over 30 years of law
enforcement experience serving as Assistant Chief Inspector for the New
Jersey Casino Control Commission for 11 years and as Vice Inspector for
the Philadelphia Police for over 17 years. And there is a Louisiana
Tribal Gaming Commission Chairman who has over 20 years of military
experience, including serving as a Navy Military Policeman and a U.S.
Coast Guard Port Security officer. And there are many more examples
where these came from. The capability, qualifications and dedication of
Tribal operators, regulators and regulatory agencies
are equal to their counterparts of the States and federal government
and cannot be dismissed with the wave of a pen.
At the State level, the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act established a
system of Tribal-State Compacts to govern Class III Indian Gaming.
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Thus, State government agencies participate in the regulation of Class
III Indian gaming at levels negotiated at through compacts. For
example, in New York, the Oneida and Mohawk Tribes work with the New
York State Racing and Wagering Board in regulating their gaming
facilities. In Connecticut, the Mashantucket Pequot Tribe has a State
Police Office in their Indian gaming facility. Overall, Indian Tribes
reimburse the States over $40 million annually for state regulation of
Indian gaming.
At the Federal level, Indian Tribes fund the National Indian Gaming
Commission through fee assessments at a level of $8 million annually
and the NIGC coordinates with the Tribal and State government agencies.
In addition, through the Money Laundering Suppression Act, Congress
involved the Department of Treasury in monitoring large cash
transactions at Indian gaming facilities, just as it does for Atlantic
City gaming facilities. Under Title 18 USC § 1163, the FBI and the
Justice Department have authority to prosecute anyone who would cheat,
embezzle, or defraud an Indian gaming facility - that applies to
management, employees, and patrons. In a July 2001 review of Indian
gaming by the Justice Department's Office of Inspector General, the FBI
reported that "none of their Indian country investigations of isolated
allegations of organized crime have been substantiated." In other
words, the FBI is watching out for organized crime, and the
comprehensive network of Tribal, State, and Federal system of
regulating Indian gaming has been remarkably effective.
We hope that you understand that the integrity of Indian gaming is
something that Tribes take very seriously. Gaming is a resource for
Indian Tribes to provide much needed services to their people, just
like State lotteries. After standing by while the federal government
failed to fulfill its treaty obligations for 500 years, gaming is
finally a means for Tribes to re-build their economies. Reservations
that were once ruinous wastelands littered with dilapidated buildings
and crushed by poverty, are finally getting those things that most
Americans take for granted: schools, hospitals, roads, water and sewer
systems, and police and fire protection. That we are finally achieving
self-sufficiency is not something that we take lightly. Nor do we take
lightly our obligation to maintain responsible gaming facilities.
Finally, your reference to "Big Chief Pataki" in a prior editorial does
appear to be intended to conjure up a cartoonish image of the Governor
based on a stereotypical use of American Indian references. Such
references do poor justice to the Native Americans have proudly served
this Country in every war in record numbers and to the Indian
ironworkers who built the World Trade Center and are now back there
assisting in the clean up and the rebuilding of America's spirit.
Sincerely,
Ernest Stevens, Jr., Chairman
National Indian Gaming Association
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Appendix G
NIGA Response To TIME
DEALING WITH HYPOCRISY: TIME MAGAZINE’S DOUBLE STANDARD
DEFAMES AMERICAN INDIANS AND INDIAN TRIBES
Released December 16, 2002
Statement by Ernest L. Stevens, Jr., Chairman
In its latest installment, “Playing the Political Slots,” TIME, Donald
Bartlett and James Steele, implies that American Indians and Indian
Tribes are “bad,” because we are participating in the American economy
and the political process. TIME is using a double standard to defame
Indian Tribes, by which Tribes lose no matter what. For example, TIME
says it’s unfair that the Oglala Sioux Indian gaming operation is
relatively modest, yet TIME implies that the Tribe exerted undue
political influence to get President Clinton to visit the Oglala Sioux
Reservation. TIME’s blatant and hypocritical anti-Indian sentiment is
exposed.
American Indians were the last group of Americans to become citizens in
1924. Even then, many States denied the right of our people to vote
until the 1960’s. Without the right to vote, Tribes could not resist
the policies that took millions lives and hundreds of millions of acres
of lands. Federal policies also authorized the government to take
Indian children from their parents, and place them in far away boarding
schools where they were forbidden to speak their language or practicing
their religion. TIME may have liked it when Tribes were “barely a blip”
on the radar screen but we, as American Indians, will never meekly
return to the dark days of disenfranchisement.
Seventy percent of Americans support Indian gaming as Indian selfreliance when educated about Indian Tribes, per a report issued by
Fairbanks, Maslin, Maullin in April 2002. Indian gaming means over
300,000 jobs nationwide, including 7,000 jobs in North and South Dakota
where 60% unemployment on Indian lands is common. Indian gaming funds
education, health care, police and fire protection, water, sewers, and
roads. TIME’s reporters say Indian gaming does not work because
revenues are not evenly distributed among all Indian Tribes. Nonsense.
Is New York required to subsidize Arkansas or Alabama? Naturally,
Tribes help other Tribes. California Tribes have established a fund for
neighboring Tribes that don’t have gaming. The Shakopee Sioux help the
Santee Sioux, as do many other Tribes. Tribal spirit is not a legal
requirement. Moreover, Native communities do not publicize their
assistance to other communities. Self-serving publicity is antithetical
to Indian culture.
Economic activity relies on access to markets, so naturally Indian
Tribes located closer to larger markets generates more revenue. Even
the Oglala Sioux Tribe in a remote corner of South Dakota made gains
with 80 jobs and have more than 100 jobs coming with last month’s
ground-breaking of an $18 million expansion of their gaming facility.
TIME disregards the importance of economic development in America’s
poorest county because it can’t match California’s economy. TIME is
amazed by its report that an Indian Tribe generates a 41% return but
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apparently does not know that the Pennsylvania lottery has a 40%
return.
TIME says American taxpayers lose with Indian gaming. False! Indian
gaming generates over $5.5 billion annually in Federal and State
revenues, and over $50 million for local governments. In addition,
American Indians individually pay over $4 billion in Federal income
taxes. American Indians are American taxpayers and our people have the
highest per capita military service in the country. Our young Indian
men and women in the armed services pay income taxes while they prepare
to defend American freedoms. We don’t have to justify our participation
in American government.
TIME complains that a tribal leader responsible for building successful
Indian gaming facilities in Florida makes $330,000 per year, while the
CEO of AOL Time Warner makes $178 million per year. TIME criticizes the
$1.4 million contribution by 568 Tribes to federal political campaigns,
while AOL TIME Warner alone spent $4.4 million on political
contributions in 2000, lobbying to “relax the rules prohibiting cable
television stations from also owning broadcast stations in the same
market,” according to the Center for Responsive Politics. TIME rails
against Indian Tribes that hire Washington representatives to advocate
for diabetes, education, and water quality programs, while AOL Time
Warner paid lobbyists over $3.5 million in 2001 alone to prevent the Vchip regulation of the violent images it portrays on television.
TIME’s inflammatory report cannot mask the vote of the people of
California to support Indian gaming as Indian self-reliance. Naturally,
after Las Vegas and anti-Indian economic interests put together an
anti-Indian gaming campaign, Indian Tribes invested in a cohesive
effective public relations strategy. That’s free speech as well as good
sense.
TIME reporters complain that one Indian Tribe received $5,700 per
tribal citizen from Federal programs to assist with law enforcement and
other governmental services. Those funds are not paid to tribal
citizens. They’re used to fund police and fire protection, judicial
services, and government administration. Using a similar measure, the
Census Bureau reports that Virginia, where AOL has its corporate
headquarters, receives over $8,000 per citizen in federal funding for
its governmental services. Federal programs that support Tribal law
enforcement represent the Government’s attempt to fulfill treaty
obligations incurred in the midst of building the land base for this
Nation. Every State in the Union receives federal funding in many forms
and for many purposes.
TIME slanders Indian gaming as under-regulated. Patently false. Indian
tribes spend $212 million annually federal, state, and tribal
regulation of Indian gaming. Tribal regulators are professionals,
including former FBI agents, state SWAT team members, tribal police,
and state regulators. The National Indian Gaming Commission is headed
by a former United States Attorney, former FBI agent, and former State
Deputy Attorney General. The FBI and Justice Department have authority
to prosecute anyone, customer, employee, or manager, who would cheat or
steal from an Indian facility. Treasury’s Financial Crimes Enforcement
Network works with Indian Tribes to prevent financial crimes, just as
it does for National Banks. Perhaps TIME should look closer to home for
regulatory problems – like AOL Time Warner’s precipitous drop from $20
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per share to less than $2 per share and the SEC’s investigation of its
auditing and stock reporting practices?
Over the past two weeks TIME has “exposed” nothing but its own
ignorance and disingenuousness. TIME suggests a change in federal
policy that would amount to two standards for America - one for Indian
Country, and one for the rest of America. It seems that while AOL-TIMEWarner advocates for and richly profits from a free-enterprise economy,
it would like to prevent Tribal communities from enjoying economic
development. During the years of the Indian wars, anti-Indians used to
say “the only good Indian is a dead Indian.” TIME Magazine has revealed
a new version of the anti-Indian, and has updated the slogan: “The only
good Indian is a poor Indian.” Through Indian gaming – Tribes are
working to create jobs, and provide education, health care, and other
essential government services for their memberships. This is called
self-sufficiency. For us this is not a slogan. We are planning for our
future. We want to ensure that we have viable economies, which Indian
gaming is a part of, so we can continue to live on our Indian lands
according to our time-honored traditions.
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Appendix H
General Allotment Act
49TH CONGRESS-SECOND SESSION
February 8, 1887
(Source: LexisNexis)
CHAP.119.-An act to provide for the allotment of lands in
severalty to Indians on the various reservations and to extend the
protection of the laws of the United States and the Territories over
the Indians, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in all cases where
any tribe or band of Indians has been, or shall hereafter be, located
upon any reservation created for their use, either by treaty
stipulation or by virtue of an act of Congress or executive order
setting apart the same for their use, the President of the United
States be, and he hereby is, authorized, whenever in his opinion any
reservation or any part thereof of such Indians is advantageous for
agricultural and grazing purposes, to cause said reservation, or any
part thereof, to be surveyed, or resurveyed if necessary, and to allot
the lands in said reservation in severalty to any Indian located
thereon in quantities as follows:
To each head of a family, one-quarter of a section;
To each single person over eighteen years of age, one-eighth of a
section;
To each orphan child under eighteen years of age, one-eighth of a
section; and
To each other single person under eighteen years now living, or
who may be born prior to the date of the order of the President
directing an allotment of the lands embraced in any reservation, onesixteenth of a section: Provided, That in case there is not sufficient
land in any of said reservations to allot lands to each individual of
the classes above named in quantities as above provided, the lands
shall be allotted to each individual of each of said classes pro rata
in accordance with the provisions of this act: And provided further,
That where the treaty or act of Congress setting apart such reservation
provides for the allotment of lands in severalty in quantities in
excess of those herein provided, the President, in making allotments
upon such reservation, shall allot the lands to each individual Indian
belonging thereon in quantity specified in such treaty or act: And
provided further, That when the lands allotted are only valuable for
grazing purposes, an additional allotment of such grazing lands, in
quantities as above provided, shall be made to each individual.
SEC. 2. That all allotments set apart under the provisions of
this act shall be selected by the Indians, heads of families selecting
for their minor children, and the agents shall select for each orphan
child, and in such manner as to embrace the improvements of the Indians
making the selection. Where the improvements of two or more Indians
have been made on the same legal subdivision of land, unless they shall
otherwise agree, a provisional line may be run dividing said lands
between them, and the amount to which each is entitles shall be
equalized in the assignment of the remainder of the land to which they
are entitled under this act: Provided, That if any one entitled to an
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allotment shall fail to make a selection within four years after the
President shall direct that allotments may be made on a particular
reservation, the Secretary of the Interior may direct the agent of such
tribe or band, if such there be and if there be no agent, then a
special agent appointed for that purpose, to make a selection for such
Indian, which election shall be allotted as in cases where selections
are made by the Indians, and patents shall issue in like manner.
SEC. 5. That upon the approval of the allotments provided for in
this act by the Secretary of the Interior, he shall cause patents to
issue therefore in the name of the allottees, which patents shall be of
the legal effect, and declare that the United States does and will hold
the land thus allotted, for the period of twenty-five years, in trust
for the sole use and benefit of the Indian to whom such allotment shall
have been made, or, in case of his decease, of his heirs according to
the laws of the State or Territory where such land is located, and that
at the expiration of said period the United States will convey the same
by patent to said Indian or his heirs as aforesaid, in fee, discharged
of said trust and free of all charge or encumbrance whatsoever:
Provided, That the President of the United States may in any case in
his discretion extend the period. And if any conveyance shall be made
of the lands set apart land allotted as herein provided, or any
contract made touching the same, before the expiration of the time
above mentioned, such conveyance or contract shall be absolutely null
and void: Provided, That the law of descent and partition in force in
the State or Territory where such lands are situate shall apply thereto
after patents therefore have been executed and delivered, except as
herein otherwise provided; and the laws of the State of Kansas
regulating the descent and partition of real estate shall, so far as
practicable, apply to all lands in the Indian Territory which may be
allotted in severalty under the provisions of this act: And provided
further, That at any time after lands have been allotted to all the
Indians of any tribe as herein provided, or sooner if in the opinion of
the President it shall be for the best interests of said tribe, it
shall be lawful for the Secretary of the Interior to negotiate with
such Indian tribe for the purchase and release by said tribe in
conformity with the treaty or statute under which such reservation is
held, of such portions of its reservation not allotted as such tribe
shall, from time to time, consent to sell, on such terms and conditions
as shall be considered just and equitable between the United States and
said tribe of Indians, which purchase shall not be complete until
ratified by Congress, and the form and manner of executing such release
shall also be prescribed by Congress: Provided however, That all lands
adapted to agriculture, with or without irrigation so sold or released
to the United States by any Indian tribe shall be held by the United
States for the sole purpose of securing homes to actual settlers and
shall be disposed of by the United States to actual and bona fide
settlers only in tracts not exceeding one hundred and sixty acres to
any one person, on such terms as Congress shall prescribe, subject to
grants which Congress may make in aid of education: And provided
further, That no patents shall issue therefore except to the person so
taking the same as and for a homestead, or his heirs, and after the
expiration of five years occupancy thereof as such homestead; and any
conveyance of said lands so taken as a homestead, or any contract
touching the same, or lien thereon, created prior to the date of such
patent, shall be null and void. And the sums agreed to be paid by the
United States as purchase money for any portion of any such reservation
shall be held in the Treasury of the United States for the sole use of
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the tribe or tribes of Indians; to whom such reservations belonged; and
the same, with interest thereon at three percent per annum, shall at
times be subject to appropriation by congress for the education and
civilization of such tribe or tribes of Indians or the members thereof.
The patents aforesaid shall be recorded in the General Land Office, and
afterward delivered, free of charge, to the allottee entitled thereto.
And if any religious society or other organization is now occupying any
of the public lands to which this is applicable, for religious or
educational work among the Indians, the Secretary of the Interior is
hereby authorized to confirm such occupation to such society or
organization, in quantity not exceeding one hundred and sixty acres in
any one tract, so long as the same shall be so occupied, on such terms
as he shall deem just; but nothing herein contained shall change or
alter any claim of such society for religious or educational purposes
hereto fore granted by law. And hereafter in the employment of Indian
police, or any other employees in the public service among any of the
Indian tribes or bands affected by this act, and where Indians can
perform the duties required, those Indians who have availed themselves
of the provisions of this act and become citizens of the United States
shall be preferred.
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Appendix I
Indian Gaming Regulatory Act
100TH CONGRESS-SECOND SESSION
PUBLIC LAW 100-497 [S. 555] !
OCTOBER 17, 1988 !
(source: LexisNexis)
100 P.L. 497; 102 Stat. 2467; 1988 Enacted S. 555; 100 Enacted S. 555
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!An Act
To regulate gaming on Indian lands.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in
Congress assembled,
!!!That this Act <25 USC 2701 note> may be cited as the "Indian Gaming Regulatory Act".
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! FINDINGS
!
![*2]!
SEC. 2. <25 USC 2701> The Congress finds that -!!!(1) numerous Indian tribes have become engaged in or have licensed gaming activities on Indian
lands as a means of generating tribal governmental revenue;
!!!(2) Federal courts have held that section 2103 of the Revised Statutes (25 U.S.C. 81) requires
Secretarial review of management contracts dealing with Indian gaming, but does not provide
standards for approval of such contracts;
!!!(3) existing Federal law does not provide clear standards or regulations for the conduct of
gaming on Indian lands;
!!!(4) a principal goal of Federal Indian policy is to promote tribal economic development,
tribal self-sufficiency, and strong tribal government; and
!!!(5) Indian tribes have the exclusive right to regulate gaming activity on Indian lands if the
gaming activity is not specifically prohibited by Federal law and is conducted within a State
which does not, as a matter of criminal law and public policy, prohibit such gaming activity.
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! DECLARATION OF POLICY
!
![*3]!
SEC. 3. <25 USC 2702> The purpose of this Act is -!!!(1) to provide a statutory basis for the operation of gaming by Indian tribes as a means of
promoting tribal economic development, self-sufficiency, and strong tribal governments;
!!!(2) to provide a statutory basis for the regulation of gaming by an Indian tribe adequate to
shield it from organized crime and other corrupting influences, to ensure that the Indian tribe
is the primary beneficiary of the gaming operation, and to assure that gaming is conducted fairly
and honestly by both the operator and players; and
!!!(3) to declare that the establishment of independent Federal regulatory authority for gaming
on Indian lands, the establishment of Federal standards for gaming on Indian lands, and the
establishment of a National Indian Gaming Commission are necessary to meet congressional concerns
regarding gaming and to protect such gaming as a means of generating tribal revenue.
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! DEFINITIONS
!
![*4]!
SEC. 4. <25 USC 2703> For purposes of this Act -!!! ![**2468]! (1) The term "Attorney General" means the Attorney General of the United States.
!!!(2) The term "Chairman" means the Chairman of the National Indian Gaming Commission.
!!!(3) The term "Commission" means the National Indian Gaming Commission established pursuant to
section 5 of this Act.
!!!(4) The term "Indian lands" means -!!!(A) all lands within the limits of any Indian reservation; and
!!!(B) any lands title to which is either held in trust by the United States for the benefit of
any Indian tribe or individual or held by any Indian tribe or individual subject to restriction
by the United States against alienation and over which an Indian tribe exercises governmental
power.
!!!(5) The term "Indian tribe" means any Indian tribe, band, nation, or other organized group or
community of Indians which --
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!!!(A) is recognized as eligible by the Secretary for the special programs and services provided
by the United States to Indians because of their status as Indians, and
!!!(B) is recognized as possessing powers of self-government.
!!!(6) The term "class I gaming" means social games solely for prizes of minimal value or
traditional forms of Indian gaming engaged in by individuals as a part of, or in connection with,
tribal ceremonies or celebrations.
!!!(7)(A) The term "class II gaming" means -!!!(i) the game of chance commonly known as bingo (whether or not electronic, computer, or other
technologic aids are used in connection therewith) -!!!(I) which is played for prizes, including monetary prizes, with cards bearing numbers or other
designations,
!!!(II) in which the holder of the card covers such numbers or designations when objects,
similarly numbered or designated, are drawn or electronically determined, and
!!!(III) in which the game is won by the first person covering a previously designated
arrangement of numbers or designations on such cards,
!
including (if played in the same location) pull-tabs, lotto, punch boards, tip jars, instant
bingo, and other games similar to bingo, and
!!!(ii) card games that -!!!(I) are explicitly authorized by the laws of the State, or
!!!(II) are not explicitly prohibited by the laws of the State and are played at any location in
the State, but only if such card games are played in conformity with those laws and regulations
(if any) of the State regarding hours or periods of operation of such card games or limitations
on wagers or pot sizes in such card games.
!!!(B) The term "class II gaming" does not include -!!!(i) any banking card games, including baccarat, chemin de fer, or blackjack (21), or
!!! ![**2469]! (ii) electronic or electromechanical facsimiles of any game of chance or slot
machines of any kind.
!!!(C) Notwithstanding any other provision of this paragraph, the term "class II gaming" includes
those card games played in the State of Michigan, the State of North Dakota, the State of South
Dakota, or the State of Washington, that were actually operated in such State by an Indian tribe
on or before May 1, 1988, but only to the extent of the nature and scope of the card games that
were actually operated by an Indian tribe in such State on or before such date, as determined by
the Chairman.
!!!(D) Notwithstanding any other provision of this paragraph, the term "class II gaming"
includes, during the 1-year period beginning on the date of enactment of this Act, any gaming
described in subparagraph (B)(ii) that was legally operated on Indian lands on or before May 1,
1988, if the Indian tribe having jurisdiction over the lands on which such gaming was operated
requests the State, by no later than the date that is 30 days after the date of enactment of this
Act, to negotiate a Tribal-State compact under section 11(d)(3).
!!!(8) The term "class III gaming" means all forms of gaming that are not class I gaming or class
II gaming.
!!!(9) The term "net revenues" means gross revenues of an Indian gaming activity less amounts
paid out as, or paid for, prizes and total operating expenses, excluding management fees.
!!!(10) The term "Secretary" means the Secretary of the Interior.
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! NATIONAL INDIAN GAMING COMMISSION
!
![*5]!
SEC. 5. <25 USC 2704> (a) There is established within the Department of the Interior a Commission
to be known as the National Indian Gaming Commission.
!
(b)(1) The Commission shall be composed of three full-time members who shall be appointed as
follows:
!!!(A) a Chairman, who shall be appointed by the President with the advice and consent of the
Senate; and
!!!(B) two associate members who shall be appointed by the Secretary of the Interior.
!!!(2)(A) The Attorney General shall conduct a background investigation on any person considered
for appointment to the Commission.
!!!(B) The Secretary shall publish in the Federal Register the name and other information the
Secretary deems pertinent regarding a nominee for membership on the Commission and shall allow a
period of not less than thirty days for receipt of public comment.
!!!(3) Not more than two members of the Commission shall be of the same political party. At least
two members of the Commission shall be enrolled members of any Indian tribe.
!!!(4)(A) Except as provided in subparagraph (B), the term of office of the members of the
Commission shall be three years.
!!!(B) Of the initial members of the Commission -!!!(i) two members, including the Chairman, shall have a term of office of three years; and
!!!(ii) one member shall have a term of office of one year.
!!!(5) No individual shall be eligible for any appointment to, or to continue service on, the
Commission, who -!!!(A) has been convicted of a felony or gaming offense;
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!!! ![**2470]! (B) has any financial interest in, or management responsibility for, any gaming
activity; or
!!!(C) has a financial interest in, or management responsibility for, any management contract
approved pursuant to section 12 of this Act.
!!!(6) A Commissioner may only be removed from office before the expiration of the term of office
of the member by the President (or, in the case of associate member, by the Secretary) for
neglect of duty, or malfeasance in office, or for other good cause shown.
!
(c) Vacancies occurring on the Commission shall be filled in the same manner as the original
appointment. A member may serve after the expiration of his term of office until his successor
has been appointed, unless the member has been removed for cause under subsection (b)(6).
!
(d) Two members of the Commission, at least one of which is the Chairman or Vice Chairman, shall
constitute a quorum.
!
(e) The Commission shall select, by majority vote, one of the members of the Commission to serve
as Vice Chairman. The Vice Chairman shall serve as Chairman during meetings of the Commission in
the absence of the Chairman.
!
(f) The Commission shall meet at the call of the Chairman or a majority of its members, but shall
meet at least once every 4 months.
!
(g)(1) The Chairman of the Commission shall be paid at a rate equal to that of level IV of the
Executive Schedule under section 5315 of title 5, United States Code.
!!!(2) The associate members of the Commission shall each be paid at a rate equal to that of
level V of the Executive Schedule under section 5316 of title 5, United States Code.
!!!(3) All members of the Commission shall be reimbursed in accordance with title 5, United
States Code, for travel, subsistence, and other necessary expenses incurred by them in the
performance of their duties.
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! POWERS OF THE CHAIRMAN
!
![*6]!
SEC. 6. <25 USC 2705> (a) The Chairman, on behalf of the Commission, shall have power, subject to
an appeal to the Commission, to -!!!(1) issue orders of temporary closure of gaming activities as provided in section 14(b);
!!!(2) levy and collect civil fines as provided in section 14(a);
!!!(3) approve tribal ordinances or resolutions regulating class II gaming and class III gaming
as provided in section 11; and
!!!(4) approve management contracts for class II gaming and class III gaming as provided in
sections 11(d)(9) and 12.
!
(b) The Chairman shall have such other powers as may be delegated by the Commission.
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! POWERS OF THE COMMISSION
!
![*7]!
SEC. 7. <25 USC 2706> (a) The Commission shall have the power, not subject to delegation -!!!(1) upon the recommendation of the Chairman, to approve the annual budget of the Commission as
provided in section 18;
!!!(2) to adopt regulations for the assessment and collection of civil fines as provided in
section 14(a);
!!!(3) by an affirmative vote of not less than 2 members, to establish the rate of fees as
provided in section 18;
!!! ![**2471]! (4) by an affirmative vote of not less than 2 members, to authorize the Chairman
to issue subpoenas as provided in section 16; and
!!!(5) by an affirmative vote of not less than 2 members and after a full hearing, to make
permanent a temporary order of the Chairman closing a gaming activity as provided in section
14(b)(2).
!
(b) The Commission -!!!(1) shall monitor class II gaming conducted on Indian lands on a continuing basis;
!!!(2) shall inspect and examine all premises located on Indian lands on which class II gaming is
conducted;
!!!(3) shall conduct or cause to be conducted such background investigations as may be necessary;
!!!(4) may demand access to and inspect, examine, photocopy, and audit all papers, books, and
records respecting gross revenues of class II gaming conducted on Indian lands and any other
matters necessary to carry out the duties of the Commission under this Act;
!!!(5) may use the United States mail in the same manner and under the same conditions as any
department or agency of the United States;
!!!(6) may procure supplies, services, and property by contract in accordance with applicable
Federal laws and regulations;
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!!!(7) may enter into contracts with Federal, State, tribal and private entities for activities
necessary to the discharge of the duties of the Commission and, to the extent feasible, contract
the enforcement of the Commission's regulations with the Indian tribes;
!!!(8) may hold such hearings, sit and act at such times and places, take such testimony, and
receive such evidence as the Commission deems appropriate;
!!!(9) may administer oaths or affirmations to witnesses appearing before the Commission; and
!!!(10) shall promulgate such regulations and guidelines as it deems appropriate to implement the
provisions of this Act.
!
(c) The Commission shall submit a report with minority views, if any, to the Congress on December
31, 1989, and every two years thereafter. The report shall include information on -!!!(1) whether the associate commissioners should continue as full or part-time officials;
!!!(2) funding, including income and expenses, of the Commission;
!!!(3) recommendations for amendments to the Act; and
!!!(4) any other matter considered appropriate by the Commission.
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! COMMISSION STAFFING
!
![*8]!
SEC. 8. <25 USC 2707> (a) The Chairman shall appoint a General Counsel to the Commission who
shall be paid at the annual rate of basic pay payable for GS-18 of the General Schedule under
section 5332 of title 5, United States Code.
!
(b) The Chairman shall appoint and supervise other staff of the Commission without regard to the
provisions of title 5, United States Code, governing appointments in the competitive service.
Such staff shall be paid without regard to the provisions of chapter 51 and subchapter III of
chapter 53 of such title relating to classification ![**2472]! and General Schedule pay rates,
except that no individual so appointed may receive pay in excess of the annual rate of basic pay
payable for GS-17 of the General Schedule under section 5332 of that title.
!
(c) The Chairman may procure temporary and intermittent services under section 3109(b) of title
5, United States Code, but at rates for individuals not to exceed the daily equivalent of the
maximum annual rate of basic pay payable for GS-18 of the General Schedule.
!
(d) Upon the request of the Chairman, the head of any Federal agency is authorized to detail any
of the personnel of such agency to the Commission to assist the Commission in carrying out its
duties under this Act, unless otherwise prohibited by law.
!
(e) The Secretary or Administrator of General Services shall provide to the Commission on a
reimbursable basis such administrative support services as the Commission may request.
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! COMMISSION -- ACCESS TO INFORMATION
!
![*9]!
SEC. 9. <25 USC 2708> The Commission may secure from any department or agency of the United
States information necessary to enable it to carry out this Act. Upon the request of the
Chairman, the head of such department or agency shall furnish such information to the Commission,
unless otherwise prohibited by law.
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! INTERIM AUTHORITY TO REGULATE GAMING
!
![*10]!
SEC. 10. <25 USC 2709> Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, the Secretary shall
continue to exercise those authorities vested in the Secretary on the day before the date of
enactment of this Act relating to supervision of Indian gaming until such time as the Commission
is organized and prescribes regulations. The Secretary shall provide staff and support assistance
to facilitate an orderly transition to regulation of Indian gaming by the Commission.
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! TRIBAL GAMING ORDINANCES
!
![*11]!
SEC. 11. <25 USC 2710> (a)(1) Class I gaming on Indian lands is within the exclusive jurisdiction
of the Indian tribes and shall not be subject to the provisions of this Act.
!!!(2) Any class II gaming on Indian lands shall continue to be within the jurisdiction of the
Indian tribes, but shall be subject to the provisions of this Act.
!
(b)(1) An Indian tribe may engage in, or license and regulate, class II gaming on Indian lands
within such tribe's jurisdiction, if -!!!(A) such Indian gaming is located within a State that permits such gaming for any purpose by
any person, organization or entity (and such gaming is not otherwise specifically prohibited on
Indian lands by Federal law), and
!!!(B) the governing body of the Indian tribe adopts an ordinance or resolution which is approved
by the Chairman.
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!
A separate license issued by the Indian tribe shall be required for each place, facility, or
location on Indian lands at which class II gaming is conducted.
!!!(2) The Chairman shall approve any tribal ordinance or resolution concerning the conduct, or
regulation of class II gaming on the Indian lands within the tribe's jurisdiction if such
ordinance or resolution provides that -!!! ![**2473]! (A) except as provided in paragraph (4), the Indian tribe will have the sole
proprietary interest and responsibility for the conduct of any gaming activity;
!!!(B) net revenues from any tribal gaming are not to be used for purposes other than -!!!(i) to fund tribal government operations or programs;
!!!(ii) to provide for the general welfare of the Indian tribe and its members;
!!!(iii) to promote tribal economic development;
!!!(iv) to donate to charitable organizations; or
!!!(v) to help fund operations of local government agencies;
!!!(C) annual outside audits of the gaming, which may be encompassed within existing independent
tribal audit systems, will be provided by the Indian tribe to the Commission;
!!!(D) all contracts for supplies, services, or concessions for a contract amount in excess of $
25,000 annually (except contracts for professional legal or accounting services) relating to such
gaming shall be subject to such independent audits;
!!!(E) the construction and maintenance of the gaming facility, and the operation of that gaming
is conducted in a manner which adequately protects the environment and the public health and
safety; and
!!!(F) there is an adequate system which -!!!(i) ensures that background investigations are conducted on the primary management officials
and key employees of the gaming enterprise and that oversight of such officials and their
management is conducted on an ongoing basis; and
!!!(ii) includes -!!!(I) tribal licenses for primary management officials and key employees of the gaming
enterprise with prompt notification to the Commission of the issuance of such licenses;
!!!(II) a standard whereby any person whose prior activities, criminal record, if any, or
reputation, habits and associations pose a threat to the public interest or to the effective
regulation of gaming, or create or enhance the dangers of unsuitable, unfair, or illegal
practices and methods and activities in the conduct of gaming shall not be eligible for
employment; and
!!!(III) notification by the Indian tribe to the Commission of the results of such background
check before the issuance of any of such licenses.
!!!(3) Net revenues from any class II gaming activities conducted or licensed by any Indian tribe
may be used to make per capita payments to members of the Indian tribe only if -!!!(A) the Indian tribe has prepared a plan to allocate revenues to uses authorized by paragraph
(2)(B);
!!!(B) the plan is approved by the Secretary as adequate, particularly with respect to uses
described in clause (i) or (iii) of paragraph (2)(B);
!!!(C) the interests of minors and other legally incompetent persons who are entitled to receive
any of the per capita payments are protected and preserved and the per capita payments are
disbursed to the parents or legal guardian of such minors or legal incompetents in such amounts
as may be necessary for the health, education, or welfare, of the minor or other legally
![**2474]! incompetent person under a plan approved by the Secretary and the governing body of
the Indian tribe; and
!!!(D) the per capita payments are subject to Federal taxation and tribes notify members of such
tax liability when payments are made.
!!!(4)(A) A tribal ordinance or resolution may provide for the licensing or regulation of class
II gaming activities owned by any person or entity other than the Indian tribe and conducted on
Indian lands, only if the tribal licensing requirements include the requirements described in the
subclauses of subparagraph (B)(i) and are at least as restrictive as those established by State
law governing similar gaming within the jurisdiction of the State within which such Indian lands
are located. No person or entity, other than the Indian tribe, shall be eligible to receive a
tribal license to own a class II gaming activity conducted on Indian lands within the
jurisdiction of the Indian tribe if such person or entity would not be eligible to receive a
State license to conduct the same activity within the jurisdiction of the State.
!!!(B)(i) The provisions of subparagraph (A) of this paragraph and the provisions of
subparagraphs (A) and (B) of paragraph (2) shall not bar the continued operation of an
individually owned class II gaming operation that was operating on September 1, 1986, if -!!!(I) such gaming operation is licensed and regulated by an Indian tribe pursuant to an
ordinance reviewed and approved by the Commission in accordance with section 13 of the Act,
!!!(II) income to the Indian tribe from such gaming is used only for the purposes described in
paragraph (2)(B) of this subsection,
!!!(III) not less than 60 percent of the net revenues is income to the Indian tribe, and
!!!(IV) the owner of such gaming operation pays an appropriate assessment to the National Indian
Gaming Commission under section 18(a)(1) for regulation of such gaming.
!!!(ii) The exemption from the application of this subsection provided under this subparagraph
may not be transferred to any person or entity and shall remain in effect only so long as the
gaming activity remains within the same nature and scope as operated on the date of enactment of
this Act.
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!!!(iii) Within sixty days of the date of enactment of this Act, the Secretary shall prepare a
list of each individually owned gaming operation to which clause (i) applies and shall publish
such list in the Federal Register.
!
(c)(1) The Commission may consult with appropriate law enforcement officials concerning gaming
licenses issued by an Indian tribe and shall have thirty days to notify the Indian tribe of any
objections to issuance of such license.
!!!(2) If, after the issuance of a gaming license by an Indian tribe, reliable information is
received from the Commission indicating that a primary management official or key employee does
not meet the standard established under subsection (b)(2)(F)(ii)(II), the Indian tribe shall
suspend such license and, after notice and hearing, may revoke such license.
!!!(3) Any Indian tribe which operates a class II gaming activity and which -!!!(A) has continuously conducted such activity for a period of not less than three years,
including at least one year after the date of the enactment of this Act; and
!!!(B) has otherwise complied with the provisions of this section ![**2475]! may petition the
Commission for a certificate of self-regulation.
!!!(4) The Commission shall issue a certificate of self-regulation if it determines from
available information, and after a hearing if requested by the tribe, that the tribe has -!!!(A) conducted its gaming activity in a manner which -!!!(i) has resulted in an effective and honest accounting of all revenues;
!!!(ii) has resulted in a reputation for safe, fair, and honest operation of the activity; and
!!!(iii) has been generally free of evidence of criminal or dishonest activity;
!!!(B) adopted and is implementing adequate systems for -!!!(i) accounting for all revenues from the activity;
!!!(ii) investigation, licensing, and monitoring of all employees of the gaming activity; and
!!!(iii) investigation, enforcement and prosecution of violations of its gaming ordinance and
regulations; and
!!!(C) conducted the operation on a fiscally and economically sound basis.
!!!(5) During any year in which a tribe has a certificate for self-regulation -!!!(A) the tribe shall not be subject to the provisions of paragraphs (1), (2), (3), and (4) of
section 7(b);
!!!(B) the tribe shall continue to submit an annual independent audit as required by section
11(b)(2)(c) and shall submit to the Commission a complete resume on all employees hired and
licensed by the tribe subsequent to the issuance of a certificate of self-regulation; and
!!!(C) the Commission may not assess a fee on such activity pursuant to section 18 in excess of
one quarter of 1 per centum of the gross revenue.
!!!(6) The Commission may, for just cause and after an opportunity for a hearing, remove a
certificate of self-regulation by majority vote of its members.
!
(d)(1) Class III gaming activities shall be lawful on Indian lands only if such activities are -!!!(A) authorized by an ordinance or resolution that -!!!(i) is adopted by the governing body of the Indian tribe having jurisdiction over such lands,
!!!(ii) meets the requirements of subsection (b), and
!!!(iii) is approved by the Chairman,
!!!(B) located in a State that permits such gaming for any purpose by any person, organization,
or entity, and
!!!(C) conducted in conformance with a Tribal-State compact entered into by the Indian tribe and
the State under paragraph (3) that is in effect.
!!!(2)(A) If any Indian tribe proposes to engage in, or to authorize any person or entity to
engage in, a class III gaming activity on Indian lands of the Indian tribe, the governing body of
the Indian tribe shall adopt and submit to the Chairman an ordinance or resolution that meets the
requirements of subsection (b).
!!!(B) The Chairman shall approve any ordinance or resolution described in subparagraph (A),
unless the Chairman specifically determines that -!!!(i) the ordinance or resolution was not adopted in compliance with the governing documents of
the Indian tribe, or
!!! ![**2476]! (ii) the tribal governing body was significantly and unduly influenced in the
adoption of such ordinance or resolution by any person identified in section 12(e)(1)(D).
!
Upon the approval of such an ordinance or resolution, the Chairman shall publish in the Federal
Register such ordinance or resolution and the order of approval.
!!!(C) Effective with the publication under subparagraph (B) of an ordinance or resolution
adopted by the governing body of an Indian tribe that has been approved by the Chairman under
subparagraph (B), class III gaming activity on the Indian lands of the Indian tribe shall be
fully subject to the terms and conditions of the Tribal-State compact entered into under
paragraph (3) by the Indian tribe that is in effect.
!!!(D)(i) The governing body of an Indian tribe, in its sole discretion and without the approval
of the Chairman, may adopt an ordinance or resolution revoking any prior ordinance or resolution
that authorized class III gaming on the Indian lands of the Indian tribe. Such revocation shall
render class III gaming illegal on the Indian lands of such Indian tribe.
!!!(ii) The Indian tribe shall submit any revocation ordinance or resolution described in clause
(i) to the Chairman. The Chairman shall publish such ordinance or resolution in the Federal
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Register and the revocation provided by such ordinance or resolution shall take effect on the
date of such publication.
!!!(iii) Notwithstanding any other provision of this subsection -!!!(I) any person or entity operating a class III gaming activity pursuant to this paragraph on
the date on which an ordinance or resolution described in clause (i) that revokes authorization
for such class III gaming activity is published in the Federal Register may, during the 1-year
period beginning on the date on which such revocation ordinance or resolution is published under
clause (ii), continue to operate such activity in conformance with the Tribal-State compact
entered into under paragraph (3) that is in effect, and
!!!(II) any civil action that arises before, and any crime that is committed before, the close of
such 1-year period shall not be affected by such revocation ordinance or resolution.
!!!(3)(A) Any Indian tribe having jurisdiction over the Indian lands upon which a class III
gaming activity is being conducted, or is to be conducted, shall request the State in which such
lands are located to enter into negotiations for the purpose of entering into a Tribal-State
compact governing the conduct of gaming activities. Upon receiving such a request, the State
shall negotiate with the Indian tribe in good faith to enter into such a compact.
!!!(B) Any State and any Indian tribe may enter into a Tribal-State compact governing gaming
activities on the Indian lands of the Indian tribe, but such compact shall take effect only when
notice of approval by the Secretary of such compact has been published by the Secretary in the
Federal Register.
!!!(C) Any Tribal-State compact negotiated under subparagraph (A) may include provisions relating
to -!!!(i) the application of the criminal and civil laws and regulations of the Indian tribe or the
State that are directly related to, and necessary for, the licensing and regulation of such
activity;
!!!(ii) the allocation of criminal and civil jurisdiction between the State and the Indian tribe
necessary for the enforcement of such laws and regulations;
!!! ![**2477]! (iii) the assessment by the State of such activities in such amounts as are
necessary to defray the costs of regulating such activity;
!!!(iv) taxation by the Indian tribe of such activity in amounts comparable to amounts assessed
by the State for comparable activities;
!!!(v) remedies for breach of contract;
!!!(vi) standards for the operation of such activity and maintenance of the gaming facility,
including licensing; and
!!!(vii) any other subjects that are directly related to the operation of gaming activities.
!!!(4) Except for any assessments that may be agreed to under paragraph (3)(C)(iii) of this
subsection, nothing in this section shall be interpreted as conferring upon a State or any of its
political subdivisions authority to impose any tax, fee, charge, or other assessment upon an
Indian tribe or upon any other person or entity authorized by an Indian tribe to engage in a
class III activity. No State may refuse to enter into the negotiations described in paragraph
(3)(A) based upon the lack of authority in such State, or its political subdivisions, to impose
such a tax, fee, charge, or other assessment.
!!!(5) Nothing in this subsection shall impair the right of an Indian tribe to regulate class III
gaming on its Indian lands concurrently with the State, except to the extent that such regulation
is inconsistent with, or less stringent than, the State laws and regulations made applicable by
any Tribal-State compact entered into by the Indian tribe under paragraph (3) that is in effect.
!!!(6) The provisions of section 5 of the Act of January 2, 1951 (64 Stat. 1135) shall not apply
to any gaming conducted under a Tribal-State compact that -!!!(A) is entered into under paragraph (3) by a State in which gambling devices are legal, and
!!!(B) is in effect.
!!!(7)(A) The United States district courts shall have jurisdiction over -!!!(i) any cause of action initiated by an Indian tribe arising from the failure of a State to
enter into negotiations with the Indian tribe for the purpose of entering into a Tribal-State
compact under paragraph (3) or to conduct such negotiations in good faith,
!!!(ii) any cause of action initiated by a State or Indian tribe to enjoin a class III gaming
activity located on Indian lands and conducted in violation of any Tribal-State compact entered
into under paragraph (3) that is in effect, and
!!!(iii) any cause of action initiated by the Secretary to enforce the procedures prescribed
under subparagraph (B)(vii).
!!!(B)(i) An Indian tribe may initiate a cause of action described in subparagraph (A)(i) only
after the close of the 180-day period beginning on the date on which the Indian tribe requested
the State to enter into negotiations under paragraph (3)(A).
!!!(ii) In any action described in subparagraph (A)(i), upon the introduction of evidence by an
Indian tribe that -!!!(I) a Tribal-State compact has not been entered into under paragraph (3), and
!!!(II) the State did not respond to the request of the Indian tribe to negotiate such a compact
or did not respond to such request in good faith,
!
![**2478]! the burden of proof shall be upon the State to prove that the State has negotiated
with the Indian tribe in good faith to conclude a Tribal-State compact governing the conduct of
gaming activities.
!!!(iii) If, in any action described in subparagraph (A)(i), the court finds that the State has
failed to negotiate in good faith with the Indian tribe to conclude a Tribal-State compact
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governing the conduct of gaming activities, the court shall order the State and the Indian Tribe
to conclude such a compact within a 60-day period. In determining in such an action whether a
State has negotiated in good faith, the court -!!!(I) may take into account the public interest, public safety, criminality, financial
integrity, and adverse economic impacts on existing gaming activities, and
!!!(II) shall consider any demand by the State for direct taxation of the Indian tribe or of any
Indian lands as evidence that the State has not negotiated in good faith.
!!!(iv) If a State and an Indian tribe fail to conclude a Tribal-State compact governing the
conduct of gaming activities on the Indian lands subject to the jurisdiction of such Indian tribe
within the 60-day period provided in the order of a court issued under clause (iii), the Indian
tribe and the State shall each submit to a mediator appointed by the court a proposed compact
that represents their last best offer for a compact. The mediator shall select from the two
proposed compacts the one which best comports with the terms of this Act and any other applicable
Federal law and with the findings and order of the court.
!!!(v) The mediator appointed by the court under clause (iv) shall submit to the State and the
Indian tribe the compact selected by the mediator under clause (iv).
!!!(vi) If a State consents to a proposed compact during the 60-day period beginning on the date
on which the proposed compact is submitted by the mediator to the State under clause (v), the
proposed compact shall be treated as a Tribal-State compact entered into under paragraph (3).
!!!(vii) If the State does not consent during the 60-day period described in clause (vi) to a
proposed compact submitted by a mediator under clause (v), the mediator shall notify the
Secretary and the Secretary shall prescribe, in consultation with the Indian tribe, procedures -!!!(I) which are consistent with the proposed compact selected by the mediator under clause (iv),
the provisions of this Act, and the relevant provisions of the laws of the State, and
!!!(II) under which class III gaming may be conducted on the Indian lands over which the Indian
tribe has jurisdiction.
!!!(8)(A) The Secretary is authorized to approve any Tribal-State compact entered into between an
Indian tribe and a State governing gaming on Indian lands of such Indian tribe.
!!!(B) The Secretary may disapprove a compact described in subparagraph (A) only if such compact
violates -!!!(i) any provision of this Act,
!!!(ii) any other provision of Federal law that does not relate to jurisdiction over gaming on
Indian lands, or
!!!(iii) the trust obligations of the United States to Indians.
!!!(C) If the Secretary does not approve or disapprove a compact described in subparagraph (A)
before the date that is 45 days after the date on which the compact is submitted to the Secretary
for approval, the compact shall be considered to have been approved by ![**2479]! the Secretary,
but only to the extent the compact is consistent with the provisions of this Act.
!!!(D) The Secretary shall publish in the Federal Register notice of any Tribal-State compact
that is approved, or considered to have been approved, under this paragraph.
!!!(9) An Indian tribe may enter into a management contract for the operation of a class III
gaming activity if such contract has been submitted to, and approved by, the Chairman. The
Chairman's review and approval of such contract shall be governed by the provisions of
subsections (b), (c), (d), (f), (g), and (h) of section 12.
!
(e) For purposes of this section, by not later than the date that is 90 days after the date on
which any tribal gaming ordinance or resolution is submitted to the Chairman, the Chairman shall
approve such ordinance or resolution if it meets the requirements of this section. Any such
ordinance or resolution not acted upon at the end of that 90-day period shall be considered to
have been approved by the Chairman, but only to the extent such ordinance or resolution is
consistent wish the provisions of this Act.
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! MANAGEMENT CONTRACTS
!
![*12]!
SEC. 12. <25 USC 2711> (a)(1) Subject to the approval of the Chairman, an Indian tribe may enter
into a management contract for the operation and management of a class II gaming activity that
the Indian tribe may engage in under section 11(b)(1), but, before approving such contract, the
Chairman shall require and obtain the following information:
!!!(A) the name, address, and other additional pertinent background information on each person or
entity (including individuals comprising such entity) having a direct financial interest in, or
management responsibility for, such contract, and, in the case of a corporation, those
individuals who serve on the board of directors of such corporation and each of its stockholders
who hold (directly or indirectly) 10 percent or more of its issued and outstanding stock;
!!!(B) a description of any previous experience that each person listed pursuant to subparagraph
(A) has had with other gaming contracts with Indian tribes or with the gaming industry generally,
including specifically the name and address of any licensing or regulatory agency with which such
person has had a contract relating to gaming; and
!!!(C) a complete financial statement of each person listed pursuant to subparagraph (A).
!!!(2) Any person listed pursuant to paragraph (1)(A) shall be required to respond to such
written or oral questions that the Chairman may propound in accordance with his responsibilities
under this section.
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!!!(3) For purposes of this Act, any reference to the management contract described in paragraph
(1) shall be considered to include all collateral agreements to such contract that relate to the
gaming activity.
!
(b) The Chairman may approve any management contract entered into pursuant to this section only
if he determines that it provides at least -!!!(1) for adequate accounting procedures that are maintained, and for verifiable financial
reports that are prepared, by or for the tribal governing body on a monthly basis;
!!! ![**2480]! (2) for access to the daily operations of the gaming to appropriate tribal
officials who shall also have a right to verify the daily gross revenues and income made from any
such tribal gaming activity;
!!!(3) for a minimum guaranteed payment to the Indian tribe that has preference over the
retirement of development and construction costs;
!!!(4) for an agreed ceiling for the repayment of development and construction costs;
!!!(5) for a contract term not to exceed five years, except that, upon the request of an Indian
tribe, the Chairman may authorize a contract term that exceeds five years but does not exceed
seven years if the Chairman is satisfied that the capital investment required, and the income
projections, for the particular gaming activity require the additional time; and
!!!(6) for grounds and mechanisms for terminating such contract, but actual contract termination
shall not require the approval of the Commission.
!
(c)(1) The Chairman may approve a management contract providing for a fee based upon a percentage
of the net revenues of a tribal gaming activity if the Chairman determines that such percentage
fee is reasonable in light of surrounding circumstances. Except as otherwise provided in this
subsection, such fee shall not exceed 30 percent of the net revenues.
!!!(2) Upon the request of an Indian tribe, the Chairman may approve a management contract
providing for a fee based upon a percentage of the net revenues of a tribal gaming activity that
exceeds 30 percent but not 40 percent of the net revenues if the Chairman is satisfied that the
capital investment required, and income projections, for such tribal gaming activity require the
additional fee requested by the Indian tribe.
!
(d) By no later than the date that is 180 days after the date on which a management contract is
submitted to the Chairman for approval, the Chairman shall approve or disapprove such contract on
its merits. The Chairman may extend the 180-day period by not more than 90 days if the Chairman
notifies the Indian tribe in writing of the reason for the extension. The Indian tribe may bring
an action in a United States district court to compel action by the Chairman if a contract has
not been approved or disapproved within the period required by this subsection.
!
(e) The Chairman shall not approve any contract if the Chairman determines that -!!!(1) any person listed pursuant to subsection (a)(1)(A) of this section -!!!(A) is an elected member of the governing body of the Indian tribe which is the party to the
management contract;
!!!(B) has been or subsequently is convicted of any felony or gaming offense;
!!!(C) has knowingly and willfully provided materially important false statements or information
to the Commission or the Indian tribe pursuant to this Act or has refused to respond to questions
propounded pursuant to subsection (a)(2); or
!!!(D) has been determined to be a person whose prior activities, criminal record if any, or
reputation, habits, and associations pose a threat to the public interest or to the ![**2481]!
effective regulation and control of gaming, or create or enhance the dangers of unsuitable,
unfair, or illegal practices, methods, and activities in the conduct of gaming or the carrying on
of the business and financial arrangements incidental thereto;
!!!(2) the management contractor has, or has attempted to, unduly interfere or influence for its
gain or advantage any decision or process of tribal government relating to the gaming activity;
!!!(3) the management contractor has deliberately or substantially failed to comply with the
terms of the management contract or the tribal gaming ordinance or resolution adopted and
approved pursuant to this Act; or
!!!(4) a trustee, exercising the skill and diligence that a trustee is commonly held to, would
not approve the contract.
!
(f) The Chairman, after notice and hearing, shall have the authority to require appropriate
contract modifications or may void any contract if he subsequently determines that any of the
provisions of this section have been violated.
!
(g) No management contract for the operation and management of a gaming activity regulated by
this Act shall transfer or, in any other manner, convey any interest in land or other real
property, unless specific statutory authority exists and unless clearly specified in writing in
said contract.
!
(h) The authority of the Secretary under section 2103 of the Revised Statutes (25 U.S.C. 81),
relating to management contracts regulated pursuant to this Act, is hereby transferred to the
Commission.
!
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(i) The Commission shall require a potential contractor to pay a fee to cover the cost of the
investigation necessary to reach a determination required in subsection (e) of this section.
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! REVIEW OF EXISTING ORDINANCES AND CONTRACTS
!
![*13]!
SEC. 13. <25 USC 2712> (a) As soon as practicable after the organization of the Commission, the
Chairman shall notify each Indian tribe or management contractor who, prior to the enactment of
this Act, adopted an ordinance or resolution authorizing class II gaming or class III gaming or
entered into a management contract, that such ordinance, resolution, or contract, including all
collateral agreements relating to the gaming activity, must be submitted for his review within 60
days of such notification. Any activity conducted under such ordinance, resolution, contract, or
agreement shall be valid under this Act, or any amendment made by this Act, unless disapproved
under this section.
!
(b)(1) By no later than the date that is 90 days after the date on which an ordinance or
resolution authorizing class II gaming or class III gaming is submitted to the Chairman pursuant
to subsection (a), the Chairman shall review such ordinance or resolution to determine if it
conforms to the requirements of section 11(b) of this Act.
!!!(2) If the Chairman determines that an ordinance or resolution submitted under subsection (a)
conforms to the requirements of section 11(b), the Chairman shall approve it.
!!!(3) If the Chairman determines that an ordinance or resolution submitted under subsection (a)
does not conform to the requirements of section 11(b), the Chairman shall provide written
notification of ![**2482]! necessary modifications to the Indian tribe which shall have not more
than 120 days to bring such ordinance or resolution into compliance.
!
(c)(1) Within 180 days after the submission of a management contract, including all collateral
agreements, pursuant to subsection (a), the Chairman shall subject such contract to the
requirements and process of section 12.
!!!(2) If the Chairman determines that a management contract submitted under subsection (a), and
the management contractor under such contract, meet the requirements of section 12, the Chairman
shall approve the management contract.
!!!(3) If the Chairman determines that a contract submitted under subsection (a), or the
management contractor under a contract submitted under subsection (a), does not meet the
requirements of section 12, the Chairman shall provide written notification to the parties to
such contract of necessary modifications and the parties shall have not more than 120 days to
come into compliance. If a management contract has been approved by the Secretary prior to the
date of enactment of this Act, the parties shall have not more than 180 days after notification
of necessary modifications to come into compliance.
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! CIVIL PENALTIES
!
![*14]!
SEC. 14. <25 USC 2713> (a)(1) Subject to such regulations as may be prescribed by the Commission,
the Chairman shall have authority to levy and collect appropriate civil fines, not to exceed $
25,000 per violation, against the tribal operator of an Indian game or a management contractor
engaged in gaming for any violation of any provision of this Act, any regulation prescribed by
the Commission pursuant to this Act, or tribal regulations, ordinances, or resolutions approved
under section 11 or 13.
!!!(2) The Commission shall, by regulation, provide an opportunity for an appeal and hearing
before the Commission on fines levied and collected by the Chairman.
!!!(3) Whenever the Commission has reason to believe that the tribal operator of an Indian game
or a management contractor is engaged in activities regulated by this Act, by regulations
prescribed under this Act, or by tribal regulations, ordinances, or resolutions, ap proved under
section 11 or 13, that may result in the imposition of a fine under subsection (a)(1), the
permanent closure of such game, or the modification or termination of any management contract,
the Commission shall provide such tribal operator or management contractor with a written
complaint stating the acts or omissions which form the basis for such belief and the action or
choice of action being considered by the Commission. The allegation shall be set forth in common
and concise language and must specify the statutory or regulatory provisions alleged to have been
violated, but may not consist merely of allegations stated in statutory or regulatory language.
!
(b)(1) The Chairman shall have power to order temporary closure of an Indian game for substantial
violation of the provisions of this Act, of regulations prescribed by the Commission pursuant to
this Act, or of tribal regulations, ordinances, or revolutions approved under section 11 or 13 of
this Act.
!!!(2) Not later than thirty days after the issuance by the Chairman of an order of temporary
closure, the Indian tribe or management contractor involved shall have a right to a hearing
before the ![**2483]! Commission to determine whether such order should be made permanent or
dissolved. Not later than sixty days following such hearing, the Commission shall, by a vote of
not less than two of its members, decide whether to order a permanent closure of the gaming
operation.
!
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(c) A decision of the Commission to give final approval of a fine levied by the Chairman or to
order a permanent closure pursuant to this section shall be appealable to the appropriate Federal
district court pursuant to chapter 7 of title 5, United States Code.
!
(d) Nothing in this Act precludes an Indian tribe from exercising regulatory authority provided
under tribal law over a gaming establishment within the Indian tribe's jurisdiction if such
regulation is not inconsistent with this Act or with any rules or regulations adopted by the
Commission.
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! JUDICIAL REVIEW
!
![*15]!
SEC. 15. <25 USC 2714> Decisions made by the Commission pursuant to sections 11, 12, 13, and 14
shall be final agency decisions for purposes of appeal to the appropriate Federal district court
pursuant to chapter 17 of title 5, United States Code.
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! SUBPOENA AND DEPOSITION AUTHORITY
!
![*16]!
SEC. 16. <25 USC 2715> (a) By a vote of not less than two members, the Commission shall have the
power to require by subpoena the attendance and testimony of witnesses and the production of all
books, papers, and documents relating to any matter under consideration or investigation.
Witnesses so summoned shall be paid the same fees and mileage that are paid witnesses in the
courts of the United States.
!
(b) The attendance of witnesses and the production of books, papers, and documents, may be
required from any place in the United States at any designated place of hearing. The Commission
may request the Secretary to request the Attorney General to bring an action to enforce any
subpoena under this section.
!
(c) Any court of the United States within the jurisdiction of which an inquiry is carried on may,
in case of contumacy or refusal to obey a subpoena for any reason, issue an order requiring such
person to appear before the Commission (and produce books, papers, or documents as so ordered)
and give evidence concerning the matter in question and any failure to obey such order of the
court may be punished by such court as a contempt thereof.
!
(d) A Commissioner may order testimony to be taken by deposition in any proceeding or
investigation pending before the Commission at any stage of such proceeding or investigation.
Such depositions may be taken before any person designated by the Commission and having power to
administer oaths. Reasonable notice must first be given to the Commission in writing by the party
or his attorney proposing to take such deposition, and, in cases in which a Commissioner proposes
to take a deposition, reasonable notice must be given. The notice shall state the name of the
witness and the time and place of the taking of his deposition. Any person may be compelled to
appear and depose, and to produce books, papers, or documents, in the same manner as witnesses
may be compelled to appear and testify and produce like documentary evidence before the
Commission, as hereinbefore provided.
!
![**2484]! (e) Every person deposing as herein provided shall be cautioned and shall be required
to swear (or affirm, if he so requests) to testify to the whole truth, and shall be carefully
examined. His testimony shall be reduced to writing by the person taking the deposition, or under
his direction, and shall, after it has been reduced to writing, be subscribed by the deponent.
All depositions shall be promptly filed with the Commission.
!
(f) Witnesses whose depositions are taken as authorized in this section, and the persons taking
the same, shall severally be entitled to the same fees as are paid for like services in the
courts of the United States.
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! INVESTIGATIVE POWERS
!
![*17]!
SEC. 17. <25 USC 2716> (a) Except as provided in subsection (b), the Commission shall preserve
any and all information received pursuant to this Act as confidential pursuant to the provisions
of paragraphs (4) and (7) of section 552(b) of title 5, United States Code.
!
(b) The Commission shall, when such information indicates a violation of Federal, State, or
tribal statutes, ordinances, or resolutions, provide such information to the appropriate law
enforcement officials.
!
(c) The Attorney General shall investigate activities associated with gaming authorized by this
Act which may be a violation of Federal law.
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! COMMISSION FUNDING
!
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![*18]!
SEC. 18. <25 USC 2717> (a)(1) The Commission shall establish a schedule of fees to be paid to the
Commission annually by each class II gaming activity that is regulated by this Act.
!!!(2)(A) The rate of the fees imposed under the schedule established under paragraph (1) shall
be -!!!(i) no less than 0.5 percent nor more than 2.5 percent of the first $ 1,500,000, and
!!!(ii) no more than 5 percent of amounts in excess of the first $ 1,500,000,
!
of the gross revenues from each activity regulated by this Act.
!!!(B) The total amount of all fees imposed during any fiscal year under the schedule established
under paragraph (1) shall not exceed $ 1,500,000.
!!!(3) The Commission, by a vote of not less than two of its members, shall annually adopt the
rate of the fees authorized by this section which shall be payable to the Commission on a
quarterly basis.
!!!(4) Failure to pay the fees imposed under the schedule established under paragraph (1) shall,
subject to the regulations of the Commission, be grounds for revocation of the approval of the
Chairman of any license, ordinance, or resolution required under this Act for the operation of
gaming.
!!!(5) To the extent that revenue derived from fees imposed under the schedule established under
paragraph (1) are not expended or committed at the close of any fiscal year, such surplus funds
shall be credited to each gaming activity on a pro rata basis against such fees imposed for the
succeeding year.
!!!(6) For purposes of this section, gross revenues shall constitute the annual total amount of
money wagered, less any amounts paid out as prizes or paid for prizes awarded and less allowance
for amortization of capital expenditures for structures.
!
![**2485]! (b)(1) The Commission, in coordination with the Secretary and in conjunction with the
fiscal year of the United States, shall adopt an annual budget for the expenses and operation of
the Commission.
!!!(2) The budget of the Commission may include a request for appropriations, as authorized by
section 19, in an amount equal the amount of funds derived from assessments authorized by
subsection (a) for the fiscal year preceding the fiscal year for which the appropriation request
is made.
!!!(3) The request for appropriations pursuant to paragraph (2) shall be subject to the approval
of the Secretary and shall be included as a part of the budget request of the Department of the
Interior.
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS
!
![*19]!
SEC. 19. <25 USC 2718> (a) Subject to the provisions of section 18, there are hereby authorized
to be appropriated such sums as may be necessary for the operation of the Commission.
!
(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 18, there are hereby authorized to be appropriated
not to exceed $ 2,000,000 to fund the operation of the Commission for each of the fiscal years
beginning October 1, 1988, and October 1, 1989.
!
!!!!!!!!!!! GAMING ON LANDS ACQUIRED AFTER ENACTMENT OF THIS ACT
!
![*20]!
SEC. 20. <25 USC 2719> (a) Except as provided in subsection (b), gaming regulated by this Act
shall not be conducted on lands acquired by the Secretary in trust for the benefit of an Indian
tribe after the date of enactment of this Act unless -!!!(1) such lands are located within or contiguous to the boundaries of the reservation of the
Indian tribe on the date of enactment of this Act; or
!!!(2) the Indian tribe has no reservation on the date of enactment of this Act and -!!!(A) such lands are located in Oklahoma and -!!!(i) are within the boundaries of the Indian tribe's former reservation, as defined by the
Secretary, or
!!!(ii) are contiguous to other land held in trust or restricted status by the United States for
the Indian tribe in Oklahoma; or
!!!(B) such lands are located in a State other than Oklahoma and are within the Indian tribe's
last recognized reservation within the State or States within which such Indian tribe is
presently located.
!
(b)(1) Subsection (a) will not apply when -!!!(A) the Secretary, after consultation with the Indian tribe and appropriate State and local
officials, including officials of other nearby Indian tribes, determines that a gaming
establishment on newly acquired lands would be in the best interest of the Indian tribe and its
members, and would not be detrimental to the surrounding community, but only if the Governor of
the State in which the gaming activity is to be conducted concurs in the Secretary's
determination; or
!!!(B) lands are taken into trust as part of --
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!!!(i) a settlement of a land claim,
!!!(ii) the initial reservation of an Indian tribe acknowledged by the Secretary under the
Federal acknowledgment process, or
!!! ![**2486]! (iii) the restoration of lands for an Indian tribe that is restored to Federal
recognition.
!!!(2) Subsection (a) shall not apply to -!!!(A) any lands involved in the trust petition of the St. Croix Chippewa Indians of Wisconsin
that is the subject of the action filed in the United States District Court for the District of
Columbia entitled St. Croix Chippewa Indians of Wisconsin v. United States, Civ. No. 86-2278, or
!!!(B) the interests of the Miccosukee Tribe of Indians of Florida in approximately 25 contiguous
acres of land, more or less, in Dade County, Florida, located within one mile of the intersection
of State Road Numbered 27 (also known as Krome Avenue) and the Tamiami Trail.
!!!(3) Upon request of the governing body of the Miccosukee Tribe of Indians of Florida, the
Secretary shall, notwithstanding any other provision of law, accept the transfer by such Tribe to
the Secretary of the interests of such Tribe in the lands described in paragraph (2)(B) and the
Secretary shall declare that such interests are held in trust by the Secretary for the benefit of
such Tribe and that such interests are part of the reservation of such Tribe under sections 5 and
7 of the Act of June 18, 1934 (48 Stat. 985; 25 U.S.C. 465, 467), subject to any encumbrances and
rights that are held at the time of such transfer by any person or entity other than such Tribe.
The Secretary shall publish in the Federal Register the legal description of any lands that are
declared held in trust by the Secretary under this paragraph.
!
(c) Nothing in this section shall affect or diminish the authority and responsibility of the
Secretary to take land into trust.
!
(d)(1) The provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (including sections 1441, 3402(q),
6041, and 6050I, and chapter 35 of such Code) concerning the reporting and withholding of taxes
with respect to the winnings from gaming or wagering operations shall apply to Indian gaming
operations conducted pursuant to this Act, or under a Tribal-State compact entered into under
section 11(d)(3) that is in effect, in the same manner as such provisions apply to State gaming
and wagering operations.
!!!(2) The provisions of this subsection shall apply notwithstanding any other provision of law
enacted before, on, or after the date of enactment of this Act unless such other provision of law
specifically cites this subsection.
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION
!
![*21]!
SEC. 21. <25 USC 2720> Consistent with the requirements of this Act, sections 1301, 1302, 1303
and 1304 of title 18, United States Code, shall not apply to any gaming conducted by an Indian
tribe pursuant to this Act.
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! SEVERABILITY
!
![*22]!
SEC. 22. <25 USC 2721> In the event that any section or provision of this Act, or amendment made
by this Act, is held invalid, it is the intent of Congress that the remaining sections or
provisions of this Act, and amendments made by this Act, shall continue in full force and effect.
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ![**2487]! CRIMINAL PENALTIES
!
![*23]!
SEC. 23. Chapter 53 of title 18, United States Code, is amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new sections:
!
"§ 1166. Gambling in Indian country
!
"(a) Subject to subsection (c), for purposes of Federal law, all State laws pertaining to the
licensing, regulation, or prohibition of gambling, including but not limited to criminal
sanctions applicable thereto, shall apply in Indian country in the same manner and to the same
extent as such laws apply elsewhere in the State.
!
"(b) Whoever in Indian country is guilty of any act or omission involving gambling, whether or
not conducted or sanctioned by an Indian tribe, which, although not made punishable by any
enactment of Congress, would be punishable if committed or omitted within the jurisdiction of the
State in which the act or omission occurred, under the laws governing the licensing, regulation,
or prohibition of gambling in force at the time of such act or omission, shall be guilty of a
like offense and subject to a like punishment.
!
"(c) For the purpose of this section, the term 'gambling' does not include -!!!"(1) class I gaming or class II gaming regulated by the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act, or
!!!"(2) class III gaming conducted under a Tribal-State compact approved by the Secretary of the
Interior under section 11(d)(8) of the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act that is in effect.
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!
"(d) The United States shall have exclusive jurisdiction over criminal prosecutions of violations
of State gambling laws that are made applicable under this section to Indian country, unless an
Indian tribe pursuant to a Tribal-State compact approved by the Secretary of the Interior under
section 11(d)(8) of the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act, or under any other provision of Federal
law, has consented to the transfer to the State of criminal jurisdiction with respect to gambling
on the lands of the Indian tribe.
!
"§ 1167. Theft from gaming establishments on Indian lands
!
"(a) Whoever abstracts, purloins, willfully misapplies, or takes and carries away with intent to
steal, any money, funds, or other property of a value of $ 1,000 or less belonging to an
establishment operated by or for or licensed by an Indian tribe pursuant to an ordinance or
resolution approved by the National Indian Gaming Commission shall be fined not more than $
100,000 or be imprisoned for not more than one year, or both.
!
"(b) Whoever abstracts, purloins, willfully misapplies, or takes and carries away with intent to
steal, any money, funds, or other property of a value in excess of $ 1,000 belonging to a gaming
establishment operated by or for or licensed by an Indian tribe pursuant to an ordinance or
resolution approved by the National Indian Gaming Commission shall be fined not more than $
250,000, or imprisoned for not more than ten years, or both.
!
"§ 1168. Theft by officers or employees of gaming establishments on Indian lands
!
"(a) Whoever, being an officer, employee, or individual licensee of a gaming establishment
operated by or for or licensed by an Indian tribe pursuant to an ordinance or resolution approved
by the National Indian Gaming Commission, embezzles, abstracts, purloins, ![**2488]! willfully
misapplies, or takes and carries away with intent to steal, any moneys, funds, assets, or other
property of such establishment of a value of $ 1,000 or less shall be fined not more than $
250,000 and be imprisoned for not more than five years, or both;
!
"(b) Whoever, being an officer, employee, or individual licensee of a gaming establishment
operated by or for or licensed by an Indian tribe pursuant to an ordinance or resolution approved
by the National Indian Gaming Commission, embezzles, abstracts, purloins, willfully misapplies,
or takes and carries away with intent to steal, any moneys, funds, assets, or other property of
such establishment of a value in excess of $ 1,000 shall be fined not more than $ 1,000,000 or
imprisoned for not more than twenty years, or both."
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! CONFORMING AMENDMENT
!
![*24]!
SEC. 24. The table of contents for chapter 53 of title 18, United States Code, is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following:
!
"1166. Gambling in Indian country.
!
"1167. Theft from gaming establishments on Indian lands.
!
"1168. Theft by officers or employees of gaming establishments on Indian lands.".
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